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ABSTRACT
Stroke is the leading cause of long-term adult disability in the U.S., with an annual cost
estimated at $69 billion. Neuroplasticity of the brain allows stroke patients to regain lost
motor function, but does require intensive therapy protocols. The outcome of motor rehabil-
itation strongly depends on the dose of exercises, which is commonly limited by high costs
associated with both traditional and robot-aided therapy protocols. Development of cost-
efficient rehabilitation robots coupled with engaging visual interfaces carries the potential to
improve accessibility of robot-aided therapy protocols to a larger number of patients and to
motivate patients to complete high-dose, intensive exercise protocols.
The first goal of this project has been development of a custom computer interface,
to achieve cost reduction for Wrist Gimbal, a forearm and wrist rehabilitation robot that
enables programmable force feedback for stroke therapy. The interface developed as part of
this project has successfully reduced the materials cost of the robot (originally $10,200) more
than 50%. A solution including digital signal processor-based hardware together with C#
.NET based software has been implemented and validated. The second goal of the project
has been development of a game-like visual interface to enable engaging exercise tasks for
stroke patients. A literature review of games for rehabilitation has been completed. A
unique visual interface has been developed and implemented, building upon concepts from
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Every year in the United States, approximately 795,000 individuals suffer from new or
recurring stroke events, making it the fourth leading cause of death and the leading cause
of serious disability among adults [1]. It is estimated that, in the United States, the direct
and indirect cost of stroke in the year 2009, including a significant portion consisting of
lost earnings due to disability, was $68.9 billion [2]. Due to the potential for recovery, stroke
rehabilitation has been an active field of research with potential for growth in areas of robotic
and virtual environment based rehabilitation.
The outcome of motor rehabilitation after stroke is affected by the amount and quality
of rehabilitation exercise, with dose of exercise proving vital to the recovery of a patient.
The ability to provide opportunities for rehabilitation with high quality and dose to the
thousands of people that suffer from stroke yearly is limited due to the high costs associated
with traditional therapy with physical and occupational therapists. Robots have been used
for stroke rehabilitation to facilitate motor rehabilitation exercise and have been found to
be suitable for augmentation of traditional therapy techniques [3]. Robots such as MIT
MANUS [4] and MIME [5] have been developed in order to provide robot-assisted stroke
rehabilitation, allowing for new ways to increase dosage of exercise and provide a means to
increase patient motivation through engaging interfaces. However, cost of existing robots
designed for rehabilitation are often high, sometimes upward of $150,000 for a single robot
[6], making them out of reach for all but the largest of medical institutions. Reducing the
cost of rehabilitation robots has the potential make them more affordable for smaller clinics
and eventually in-home use, improving accessibility to the stroke patient population.
Virtual reality (VR) refers to the use of virtual, simulated environments in order to build
an immersive experience for entertainment, training, or exercise. Virtual environments have
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been developed for use in stroke rehabilitation to simulate activities of daily living (ADLs)
and augment traditional therapy by recording patient progress and using games to increase
motivation [7, 8]. Virtual environments have been found to be suitable for stroke and motor
rehabilitation, allowing for the use of “virtual therapists” and the ability to provide real
time feedback to both patients and therapists [7]. Additionally, motor learning that occurs
in virtual environments has been proven to transfer to real world, equivalent motor tasks,
and in some cases generalize to untrained, real world tasks [7]. Some virtual environments
such as off-the-shelf commercial videos games have been found to be not well-suited for the
task of rehabilitation, as they often have too fast of a pace for many post-stroke individuals
[9]. However, serious games, or specifically games designed to aid in the completion of
rehabilitation tasks, have been successfully tested for use in stroke rehabilitation [10].
This thesis has two goals: the first goal of this project has been development of a custom
computer interface, to achieve cost reduction for Wrist Gimbal, a forearm and wrist reha-
bilitation robot that enables programmable force feedback for stroke therapy. A solution
including digital signal processor-based hardware together with C# .NET based software
has been implemented and validated, and has successfully reduced the materials cost of the
robot (originally $10,200) more than 50%. The second goal of the project has been devel-
opment of a game-like visual interface to enable engaging exercise tasks for stroke patients.
A literature review of games for rehabilitation has been completed. A unique visual inter-
face, a virtual coloring book for motor rehabilitation, has been developed and implemented,
building upon concepts from serious games, virtual reality, patient motivation, art therapy,
and assistive force feedback algorithms. Finally, a summary of the project is presented.
1.1 Robot Assisted Therapy and the Wrist Gimbal Exoskeleton
The Biomechatronics Research Laboratory at Colorado School of Mines has developed
a forearm and wrist rehabilitation robot, named Wrist Gimbal, for use in robot-assisted
rehabilitation of the upper extremity [11]. This robot is a compact, two degree of freedom
(DOF) device that is a derivative of an earlier version presented in [12]. The two DOF
2
Figure 1.1: Wrist Gimbal Two DOF exoskeleton robot developed by the Biomechatronics
Research Laboratory at Colorado School of Mines (left: side view; right: front view with
current visual interface in background) [11]
version of the Wrist Gimbal robot provides adjustable force feedback for therapy exercises,
specifically for those exercises involving forearm rotation and wrist flexion/extension [11, 12]
(see Figure 1.1). Similar rehabilitation devices include robots for arm, wrist, and hand
rehabilitation by Interactive Motion Technologies [6], the Hocoma ArmeoPower [13] for arm
rehabilitation, and the BKIN Technologies KINARM [14] robot for upper limb rehabilitation.
These robots are much more expensive compared with the current $10,200 materials cost
of the Wrist Gimbal, ranging anywhere from $75,000 to upwards of $170,000. This price
placement means that Wrist Gimbal has viability for being an affordable rehabilitation robot,
that can be made accessible to smaller clinics by further cost reduction via development.
TheWrist Gimbal system can be broken down into the physical robot, the data acquisition
system, and the motor amplifiers, as shown in Figure 1.2. In order to provide adjustable
force feedback for therapy exercises, Wrist Gimbal uses two Avago HEDL 5540 encoders
to transmit current position of the robot, while two Maxon ESCON 50/5 motor amplifiers
driving Maxon DC brushed motors are used to transmit assistive or resistive forces to the
patient. A Quanser Q8-USB is used by the control software to acquire encoder data, and
to output analog voltages to the motor amplifiers. These motor amplifiers control output to
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Wrist Gimbal’s motors, providing the adjustable force feedback that can be used in therapy
exercises. Closed loop controls are developed with the associated Quanser-licensed software
in conjunction with software developed using Simulink [15] and MATLAB [16]. In order to
provide smooth haptic feedback, Wrist Gimbal’s force feedback control loop runs at a 1 kHz
















Figure 1.2: Block diagram of the Wrist Gimbal robot and computer interface
Wrist Gimbal currently utilizes a simple visual interface for interaction with the device.
This interface comprises of a ball and arrow which reflect the position of the robot the
arrow representing the angle of the forearm pronation/supination axis, and the ball sliding
along the arrow representing the angle of the wrist flexion/extension axis. An image of this
interface can be found in Figure 1.3. Multiple force feedback algorithms are implemented
to provide both resistive and assistive forces, with goal target positions being randomly
generated for the user to reach.
To make Wrist Gimbal a more affordable device and accessible to smaller clinics and
stroke patients, it is desirable to reduce the cost. The most expensive and easily replaceable
components to reduce manufacturing costs are the Quanser data acquisition system and the
associated software licenses. Replacement of this existing computer interface with a less
expensive, in-house designed data acquisition solution is necessary to achieve cost figures
4
Figure 1.3: Existing Ball and Arrow visual interface for Wrist Gimbal
favorable in the rehabilitation technology market. This includes replacement of the existing
Simulink and MATLAB developed software by a more widely available and less expensive
software framework such as C++ or .NET in order to remove/reduce the cost of software
licenses. It is estimated that by replacing these components with a less expensive, in-house
developed data acquisition system that the price of Wrist Gimbal can fall below the $5,000
price-point, making it a viable competitor in the wrist rehabilitation device market.
1.2 Virtual Reality and Serious Game Design for Rehabilitation
Virtual reality (VR) refers to the use of virtual, simulated environments in order to build
an immersive experience for entertainment, training, or exercise. VR has been used in many
subfields within the field of motor rehabilitation to help facilitate rehabilitation exercises
[7], with the field of stroke rehabilitation being particularly promising for its use [7, 18].
Indeed, it has been found that one of the main benefits from using VR environments for
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stroke rehabilitation exercises includes the suitability for promoting repetition of rehabil-
itation exercises, either with the presence of a therapist or on one’s own [19]. Research
has also suggested that patients with motor impairments are capable of motor learning in
VR environments [7]. Stroke rehabilitation through the use of VR environments, including
rehabilitation games [8], has occurred through many interfaces, including camera tracking
[9], gesture control [20], Nintendo Wii-mote and webcam interfaces [21], and assistive robots
[22]. Other off-the-shelf interactive devices, such as the Microsoft Kinect, have also been
deemed appropriate for use in VR for clinical rehabilitation [23]. VR has been found to
have the ability to affect human motivation, and can capture quantitative information from
rehabilitation-related tasks that traditional methods cannot [24].
Stroke rehabilitation therapy often includes repetition of both isolated and compound
joint motions simulating everyday activities [21]. These exercises can be placed in a VR
environment, such as a game, in order to encourage exercise for eventual recovery. Lange
et al. [24] break down the rehabilitation task into seven core elements, saying that the
rehabilitation task must be:
1. “Grounded in data-based assessment to specify the target activity to be precisely reha-
bilitated.
2. Adjustable in terms of difficulty level from something that is possible for the user to
perform, to a level representing the desired end-goal performance
3. Capable of repetitive and hierarchical administration to the user
4. Capable of providing the user with strategic feedback as to the outcome of performance
5. Quantifiable in order to measure performance and progress
6. Relevant to real world ecologically relevant functional activity
7. Capable of motivating user engagement and interaction with the task.”
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These core elements of rehabilitation are reflected across the literature, and are further-
more used in the development of guidelines for the design of rehabilitation games.
Guidelines for rehabilitation game design have been studied in the past, with attempts
made to compile a set of guidelines for the design of these rehabilitation games. Pickrell et
al. [25] provide one such set of guidelines for designing games used in stroke rehabilitation.
These design guidelines include: (i) ease of setup, (ii) giving both immediate and longer
term feedback to patients and therapists, (iii) the ability to set goals for rehabilitation, (iv)
designing to be multilingual and multimodal, and (v) allowing for personalization of the
game, in particular the type and frequency of feedback provided. Lange et al. [24] also
built a list of important design elements for use in rehabilitation game design, including
multiple ways for a patient to receive feedback, customizability for users, the ability to
quantify patient performance, and clinician control over therapy and stimulus. Table 1.1
presents criteria developed by Flores et al. in [10] that can also be used in designing stroke
rehabilitation games and the associated elderly demographic.
Table 1.1: Design criteria presented by Flores et al. [10] in the design of stroke rehabilitation
games.
Criteria for Stroke Rehabilitation Criteria for Elderly Entertainment
• Adaptability to motor skill level • Appropriate cognitive challenge
• Meaningful tasks • Simple objective/interface
• Appropriate Feedback • Motivational feedback
• Therapy appropriate range of motion • Element of social activity
• Focus diverted from exercise • Creation of new learning
• Sensitivity to decreased sensory activity
and slower responses
The following four elements of games are noted by Ijsselsteijn et al. [26] to motivate
and increase enjoyment of digital games in the elderly: the presence of social interaction,
mental stimulation, natural interfaces, and encouraging leisurely activities. Game appeal
and enjoyment was also found to be influenced by the feeling of competence and autonomy
within the game by the player [27]. Gerling et al. [28] proved that games that used simple
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interactions, had the ability to adjust difficulty, were able to avoid extensive and sudden
body movement, and could be used with different body parts for larger access had larger
appeal with older audiences.
Boyle et al. [27] noted that subjective feelings of patients on games are dictated by flow,
immersion, and presence. The concept of flow in game design includes balancing skill of
the player with difficulty of the game, goals of the game with feedback, concentration and
focus, the feeling of control, and transformation of time. With good flow, a game likely has
some sense of immersion, where a player may sense disassociation with the real world due
to cognitive components of the game, or through the proper levels of challenge and while
still feeling in control during play of the game. Physical and technological features, such as
force feedback, avatars, and hardware can affect the feeling of presence within the physical
game. Levels of immersion are particularly affected by attention and concentration levels
that the player may experience when playing the game [27]. Additionally, Alankus et al. [21]
suggested that game audio and visuals, the addition of non-player characters and storylines,
and automatic difficulty adjustments of games in order to provide adequate challenge all led
towards making games both fun and engaging for patients.
A number of the literature’s design criteria were found to be similar in nature. The
following list of general design components for stroke rehabilitation games has been compiled
based upon these criteria:
1. Ease of setup and use by both patient and clinician [19, 25]
2. Calibration to a patient’s range of motion and slightly beyond to encourage improve-
ment [21, 24]
3. Direct and natural mapping of real world movements to in-game movements [21]
4. Therapist/clinician control over stimulus and game difficulty [24]
5. Multiple methods of realistic, relevant feedback (haptics, audio, visual, etc.) [24]
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6. Tracking of performance for later analysis by clinicians or users [24]
7. Users can engage socially through multiplayer interactions [8, 24]
8. User customizability [10, 24]
These design components provide an important list of the considerations that need to be
included in the design of a game for stroke rehabilitation. Aspects such as ease of use are
required to make a rehabilitation game viable for clinical use [19, 25], in addition to being
able to adapt to different patient ranges of motion are important for widespread use [29],
something also noted by Lange et al. in [24] and Alankus et al. in [21]. Supplementing the
listed design components, interfaces should rely less on potentially declining functions such
as sight or motor skill, and should also be adaptable in order to compensate for the user’s
particular set of deficiencies [26].
The concept of increasing patient motivation through the use of serious games has been in-
creasingly studied in regards to stroke rehabilitation, with rehabilitation games using robots
[8] and commercial interfaces such as the Novint Falcon [30] being proven to have positively
affected patient motivation in rehabilitation exercises. Increasing motivation in patients dur-
ing rehabilitation tasks can help increase sustained participation in rehabilitation activities
and lead to greater motor recovery [10]. Patient motivation has also been found to have
an effect on health professionals’ attitudes regarding the patient, thereby unintentionally
affecting treatment [31]. Increasing motivation of patients in regards to stroke rehabilitation
activities is therefore important for aiding in more effective treatment of stroke patients.
Research has suggested that various aspects of rehabilitation games may directly impact
patient motivation. Such work by Mihelj et al. [22] has proven that by adjusting audio-
visual feedback to affect motivation, haptic feedback to provide a physical challenge, and
using quiz questions to provide a cognitive challenge, motivation can be directly influenced
in patients. Additionally, the difficulty level of the game may also affect motivation, where
too little of challenge or too much challenge can potentially demotivate a patient [31]. Shah
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et al. [30] additionally concluded from their work that game elements such as scoring and
“operant conditioning” through bonus scores and in-game power-ups directly contributed to
motivation and enjoyment of games. While game design and play seem to serve a role in
affecting patient motivation, it is not the only factor. Some research has noted that person-
ality and skill level of patients may play some role in a game affecting patient motivation
levels [8]. Feedback to both patients and therapists has additionally been given in literature
as an important aspect of any rehabilitation game. Too little feedback may not be effective
at motivating a patient, while too much feedback could potentially overwhelm a patient
[25]. The use of positive feedback in serious games and positively handling failure has been
found to be important for reaching learning or rehabilitation goals [9, 26], underlining its
importance in motivating patients in rehabilitation tasks.
Motivation is not just influenced by game dynamics, but is also directly impacted by
external factors affecting the patient. Positive factors that affect patient motivation include
changes in ability over time, patient understanding of improvement, support of friends and
family, and lifestyle factors before stroke [25]. Conversely, negative factors may include
pain, sickness, or psychological issues, difficulties with communication, and environmental
distraction that can stop exercise [25]. These factors should be taken into account when
studying stroke patients, but may not be a factor if studying healthy individuals.
Art therapy has been used effectively for cognitive rehabilitation for conditions including
stroke in the past [32]. The practice of creating artwork for various forms of psychother-
apy and rehabilitation has historical roots, occurring and analyzed since the 1950s [33]. Its
effectiveness as a form of rehabilitation has been noted throughout various groups of indi-
viduals, including for both children [34] and group treatment of stroke patients [32]. Skinner
et al. applied the concept of art therapy to patients that suffered from some brain injury in
1985, developing a program labeled as a “PC Coloring Book” [35]. This program proved to
be effective in rehabilitation of attention span, visual scan, color discrimination, and other
cognitive abilities.
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Little work has been done towards using art therapy, and in particular virtual coloring
books, for motor rehabilitation in general; however, a couple exceptions to this do exist.
Schneider et al. in [36] applied the use of musical instruments arguably a form of art
therapy to improve motor skill recovery after stroke. The use of musical instruments did
prove effective in regards to motor rehabilitation of the study’s stroke patient participants
[36], but did not necessarily show that the use of musical instruments and creating music
motivated completion of exercises. Covarrubias et al. in [37] developed a system to provide
dynamic assistance through use of a robot to aid persons with disabilities (PWDs) in manual
activities such as drawing, coloring in, and foam-cutting. While this device may use art
therapy, the study [37] did not have art therapy as its focus, and looked instead at how well
haptic guidance via the robotic system could help patients with motor and visual-spatial
abilities.
In 2015, adult coloring books became exceedingly popular across the world. In fact, at
one point in 2015, adult coloring books made up five out of the top ten best-selling printed
books on Amazon in the United States [38]. Mobile applications for smartphones and tablets
targeting coloring for adults have also been successful, with hundreds readily available on the
Google Play Store [39]. Coloring has been also been said to be therapeutic or “meditating”
- an appeal for many adults who want to partake in it for leisure and relaxation [40].
Coloring book “games” on PC/mobile computing devices are not a new idea and can be
found widely on the internet and through mobile application stores such as the Google Play
Store [39]. An example of one of these applications is Colorfy - Coloring Book Free, which
has garnered over five million downloads as of March 2016 [41]. These applications represent
a virtual reality based solution to the popular physical coloring book. The large number of
downloads that the applications see are proof that virtual coloring has grown in popularity
much like that of physical adult coloring books.
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1.3 Project Summary
This thesis project had two goals: to develop a low-cost computer interface for Wrist
Gimbal and to develop a visual interface for Wrist Gimbal to facilitate its use for motor
rehabilitation exercises. To achieve the first project goal, a digital signal processor-based
solution has been developed and validated as a less expensive replacement for the existing
Quanser data acquisition system. The existing Simulink and MATLAB based software has
also been replaced with a more accessible and cost-effective framework based upon C# .NET.
Chapter 2 provides details on the implementation of both hardware and software components
of the replacement computer interface. Testing results of the implemented force feedback
algorithms can be found in Section 4.1 along with discussion of the overall performance of
the computer interface. These results analyze the software and device performance and its
suitability for haptic feedback and control.
As part of the second goal of the project, a visual interface incorporating art therapy
specifically coloring and the common design criteria found throughout academic literature
has been developed. Details on the design and implementation of this visual interface is
given in Chapter 3. The interface itself is designed for potential utilization by multiple input
methods, meaning its use is not limited to the Wrist Gimbal robot. Haptic feedback and
force assistance have been developed for its use as a rehabilitation game in conjunction with
the Wrist Gimbal. Further discussion of the technical performance of this interface and its
suitability as a rehabilitation game can be found in 4. The visual interface developed is
only in its initial prototype stages, but can be used to investigate various research questions
about patient motivation and effective motor rehabilitation in the future.
The developed computer and visual interfaces for the Wrist Gimbal robot together look
to provide an affordable therapy solution for stroke patients suffering from forearm and
wrist motor disability. By reducing the cost of Wrist Gimbal through the development of
a computer interface, the device has become more affordable for smaller clinics and thus
available to a wider range of stroke patients. In developing a novel visual interface that
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combines elements of serious games, art therapy, and robot-assisted rehabilitation exercises,
the Wrist Gimbal robot can be used as an effective way to provide lower-cost stroke therapy to
patients without reducing the quality or quantity of care. In fact, development of the overall
rehabilitation robot and visual interface systems has the potential provide more patients
with better quality care at an affordable price. The dose of motor rehabilitation exercises
can thus be increased for individuals suffering from stroke, achieving the ultimate goal of
better recovery of motor functions for more individuals than previously possible.
1.3.1 Intellectual Merit
This thesis presents the design and development of a computer and visual interface that
increases both accessibility to robot-aided therapy and motivation for patient completion of
high-dose, intensive exercise protocols. The unique approach to motor rehabilitation utilizing
a virtual coloring book interface presents a new way to increase patient motivation over
traditional target-hitting and object collection rehabilitation games. Using coloring as an
activity not only distracts from the act of exercising, but also gives a tangible goal leading to
a sense of achievement (in the form of a completed colored image/pattern that is aesthetically
pleasing) and therefore to increased motivation and engagement. By combining existing art
therapy concepts for cognitive rehabilitation with design concepts for motor rehabilitation




COMPUTER INTERFACE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DESIGN
The Biomechatronics Research Laboratory at Colorado School of Mines has previously
developed a two degree of freedom forearm and wrist exoskeleton robot, called Wrist Gimbal,
for use in robot-assisted rehabilitation [11]. The Wrist Gimbal robot provides adjustable force
feedback for therapy exercises, specifically for those exercises involving forearm rotation
(pronation/supination) and wrist flexion/extension [11, 12]. A full block diagram of the
Wrist Gimbal robot and its associated hardware and software interfaces can be found in
Figure 2.1. Wrist Gimbal uses two Avago HEDL 5540 quadrature encoders to transmit
the current position of the robot which interface directly to the data acquisition system
through MIDI-style connectors. Two Maxon ESCON 50/5 motor amplifiers are used to
transmit voltage and current to the robot’s motors, providing assistive or resistive forces to
the patient. These motor amplifiers are connected to the existing data acquisition board via
















Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the Wrist Gimbal robot and existing Quanser computer inter-
face
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The current data acquisition system is based upon a purchased solution. A Quanser
Q8-USB data acquisition board with encoder inputs, analog voltage outputs, and analog
voltage inputs is used to interface with a computer that provides the visual interface and
control of the robot. Specifically, the Quanser Q8-USB is used to acquire encoder data
by the control software and to output analog voltages to the motor amplifies. Closed loop
controls are developed with the associated Quanser-licensed software packages for interfacing
with the hardware and are integrated with MATLAB/Simulink code. The visual interface
features a ball and arrow with a random goal position to which the user must travel. The
arrow reflects the position of the robot in the forearm pronation/supination (rotation) axis,
while the position of the ball reflects the position of the robot in the wrist flexion/extension
axis. Different haptic affects, including viscous damping force, virtual spring force, and
virtual magnetic force are present in this visual interface. A screenshot of the existing visual
interface can be found in Figure 1.3.
The data acquisition and associated software developed in MATLAB and Simulink were
identified as the most expensive and easily replaceable components of the overall Wrist
Gimbal system. An in-house designed data acquisition system was developed to replace
the existing Quanser-based solution and reduce the cost, and thus increase the accessibility
of Wrist Gimbal. The hardware design was based on the Freescale TWR-56F8400 Digital
Signal Processor (DSP) Evaluation Board and the software was developed in C# .NET.
A DSP was used for this application due to its fast response and processor speeds (up to
100 MHz) in order maintain a 1 kHz device control loop rate. This board was selected due
to the peripheral device inputs and outputs available, as well as the on-board USB interface.
The USB interface is used for both debugging the device hardware during development, as
well as for communicating with the device after initial development. A printed circuit board
(PCB) containing additional circuitry needed to connect with Wrist Gimbal is mounted to
the DSP evaluation board.
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The developed software utilizes a modular design in order to be tested quickly and trans-
ported seamlessly into a visual interface for Wrist Gimbal. An asynchronous, multithreaded
design is utilized in order to ensure consistent and satisfactory performance for controlling
the Wrist Gimbal robot. Viscous and virtual spring force feedback algorithms have been
implemented to validate the developed hardware and software data acquisition system. A
test application was developed as part of this validation, and can be used as a way to demon-
strate functionality of the developed system. The cost of the new data acquisition system
and software is approximately $250, meeting the established goal of less than $500 and is
much less than the $6,700 price tag of the current data acquisition setup.
2.1 Design of Interface Electronics
The new computer interface was designed to replace the existing Quanser data acquisition
system directly. The new data acquisition system must accept two quadrature encoder inputs
to decode the position of Wrist Gimbal. Two analog voltage outputs are also required to
connect to the Wrist Gimbal’s motor amplifiers. Finally, a USB port is required in order
to communicate between the robot and the computer. A Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
was chosen to fulfill the stated hardware requirement due to its fast response and processor
speeds (up to 100MHz) in order maintain a 1 kHz device control loop rate. The use of a
DSP in force control applications has precedent, with the Novint Falcon [42] using a Texas
Instruments TMS320R2811.
Multiple DSPs were considered for this project, with a total of seventeen different DSP
chips considered and five final evaluation boards considered (see Table A.2). The main
considerations used when choosing the final DSP included the number of Universal Asyn-
chronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) or Serial Communication Interface (SCI) channels,
the presence of a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) for expandability, the type and number of
internal timers (for decoding encoder signals and for controlling the loop), Pulse-Width Mod-
ulation (PWM) channels as a backup to an external or internal Digital-Analog-Converter
(DAC), DSP frequency and bits, General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) voltage design (5V
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tolerance), and access to GPIO pins. The Texas Instruments TMS320 series and Freescale
MC56F84700 series of DSPs were selected and evaluation boards were examined for their
suitability (see Table A.2). The final decision to use the Freescale TWR56F8400 evaluation
board featuring the MC56F84789 Digital Signal Controller (DSC) chipset was primarily due
to the presence of GPIO pin breakouts, the ability to use the on-board PWM channels to
convert to analog voltage if needed, and the ability to use the on-board USB for debug-
ging while having an external Serial-to-USB adapter concurrently providing access to serial
communications.
The TWR56F8400 features a MC56F84789 DSC with an Open Source Background De-
bugger Mode (OSBDM/OSJTAG) USB Debugger, and has GPIO output to one 2x13 header,
one 2x20 header, and two 40-pin edge connectors. By purchasing a premade evaluation board,
the amount of circuit design and testing was reduced. An in-house designed expansion board
is connected to the DSP evaluation board, providing connectors to the Wrist Gimbal and
external power, circuitry for the encoder inputs and analog outputs, and a removable FTDI
USB/Serial adapter for use during debugging. This expansion board is mounted to the DSP
board via two male header connectors.
For the encoder inputs, two MIDI-style female connectors are connected to the corre-
sponding GPIO pins on the DSP board and the power circuit. All three data pins for each
encoder (channels A, B, and Index) are equipped with 2.7 kΩ pullup resistors to ensure re-
liability of the encoder signal. Because the DSP board only has one output channel on its
internal DAC, an external, SPI-enabled DAC was added. The two-channel, 12-bit MCP4922
was used, outputting analog voltage between 0V and 5V. This voltage output is then scaled
using a bipolar operational amplifier (op amp) circuit to ±10V, the maximum voltage dif-
ferential of the motor amplifier input. The analog outputs from this circuit connect to Wrist
Gimbal via two male RCA barrel connectors.
The op amp response for the circuit was verified to ensure that any DAC output circuit
would properly respond. A square wave was generated with an amplitude of 2.5V, offset of
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+2.5V, and at frequencies of 10Hz (Figure A.4), 100Hz (Figure A.5), 500Hz (Figure A.6),
1 kHz (Figure A.7), 2 kHz (Figure A.8), and 3 kHz (Figure A.9). This was applied as an
input into the op amp circuit, with the output checked by an oscilloscope to produce a
similar signal of the same frequency, varying instead between ±10V. Oscilloscope data can
be found in Appendix A. The final op amp selected for the bipolar circuit was the OP213
due to its low noise output and fast response time. Initially, a LM1458 was used, but was
found to occasionally output a noisy signal (see Figure A.3), and had a satisfactory, but
slower response. Both the OP270 and OP213 op amps were tested for their response, with
the OP213 performing slightly better with a response of 7 ➭s compared to 2 ➭s of the OP270.
To power the op amp circuit, an 18V power supply and 15V LM7815 voltage regulator are
used to power the 15V side of the op amp. A TC7662B DC-DC charge pump is used to
invert the 15V and supply and provide −15V to the op amp. A LM7805 voltage regulator
is used to provide a steady 5V reference to the MCP4922 DAC, as well as to power both of
the encoder inputs.
A test circuit was developed to incorporate the required components of the hardware
interface. Figure 2.2 shows the test circuit with important components labeled. Encoder
inputs from the Wrist Gimbal robot were broken out directly to the DSP’s GPIO pins
and powered from the 5V test power circuit. The 12-bit DAC’s SPI was also connected
directly to the GPIO pins and uses the 5V test power circuit to provide power and a
reference voltage. The scaled analog output was not connected to the robot’s motor amplifiers
during circuit development, but instead had its output evaluated using an oscilloscope and
digital multimeter. For testing, the TWR-56F8400 board jumpers were configured such that
the on-board USB is used for debugging, with all communications to and from the DSP
going through an external, Serial-to-USB FTDI board made by Sparkfun. This board is
removed and the on-board USB is used for communications in the final configuration using
the developed PCB.
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Figure 2.2: Image of the test circuit used in development of the computer interface. The
breadboard circuit was used to design the developed PCB.
After initial testing and verification of the functionality of the expansion circuit and DSP
evaluation, a two-layer printed circuit board (PCB) was designed using KiCad [43]. All
elements of the developed test circuit were included in this PCB design (see Figure 2.3); a
final schematic of the board design can be found in Figure A.2, with renders in Figure A.1.
Additional PCB layout information can be found in Appendix A, with a Bill of Materials
in Table 4.1 (cost) and Table A.1 (part numbers). RCA-style female connectors were added
for the outputs of the DAC to provide access to the analog outputs of the circuit. This PCB
was designed as an expansion board to the TWR-56F8400 Evaluation Board and mounts
directly to the board’s GPIO connectors through two male pin headers. These pin headers
correspond to the female pin headers of the DSP evaluation board. Inputs and outputs to
Wrist Gimbal are positioned on one side of the PCB, with the power jack positioned on
the same side as the DSP’s USB port. This configuration is intended to reduce confusion
between connections to the robot verses those to the computer and wall power.
A first batch of boards (v1.0) was manufactured and, upon receipt, a couple of design




Figure 2.3: Images of the final PCB design for Wrist Gimbal hardware interface board
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by the manufacturer, OSH Park. Slotted holes were changed to round holes that were large
enough to accommodate the largest dimension of the rectangular pin corresponding to that
hole. Additionally, the encoder connector footprints had too small of holes for the pin size
of the connectors, so they were adjusted accordingly. A second batch of PCBs (v1.1) was
ordered to address these issues, allowing for a second round of testing of the PCB design.
This second iteration of the PCB was populated with the ordered components and tested
for functionality with the current design. The performance of the PCB matched that of the
test circuit; however, there were two minor issues that should be fixed in future iterations of
the design, neither of which prevent functionality of the board. First, polarity is reversed for
the connectors providing analog outputs to the motor amplifiers, and second, the connector
footprint for the encoder inputs need to be adjusted and nearby components shifted for
placement of the MIDI connectors. The first issue has been temporarily fixed by switching
the wiring polarity at the motor amplifiers, while the second issue was fixed by altering the
connector through cutting off the interfering plastic.
The PCB and DSP evaluation board can be used together to interface with a computer
in two different configurations what will be termed debug and release configurations. A
summary table of the two configurations can be found in Table 2.1. The debug configuration
includes the optional USB-Serial FTDI converter made by Sparkfun. The default jumper
configuration for serial communications was used for the debug configuration; that is, pins
4 and 5 were jumped on both jumper terminals J8 and J9, connecting the serial transmit
and receive (TX and RX) pins GPIOF4/GPIOF5 to the DSP board’s expansion connector,
with serial communications occurring through pins GPIOF4 and GPIOC11. This allowed
for the serial communications to occur through the connected Serial-USB FTDI adapter
and for debugging of the board to occur. Debugging of the DSP code occurs through the
OSBDM circuitry and allows for the user to pause and execute code on the DSP just as one
would using a typical debugger within an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) such
as Visual Studio. By using this setup, the DSP code was able to be more easily debugged
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Table 2.1: Hardware jumper configurations for the computer interface showing both debug
and release board configurations
Configuration: Debug Release
Jumper J8: 4-5 3-4
Jumper J9: 4-5 3-4
Communication Via: FTDI Serial/USB Adapter TWR-56F8400 OSBDM USB
Serial TX/RX Pins: GPIOF4/GPIOC11 GPIOF4/GPIOF5
over a trial and error approach, and allowed for evaluation and debugging of the serial
communications interface.
The release configuration of the DSP board saw the removal of the FTDI board and use
of the DSP’s OSBDM USB port for serial communications and not debugging. To do this,
the jumpers on jumper terminals J8 and J9 are moved from pins 4 and 5 to pins 3 and
4. This connects GPIOF4 and GPIOF5 (TXD1 and RXD1) to the USB port, sending all
communications transferred to these through the OSBDM USB port. The USB-Serial FTDI
board is then removed, leaving only one USB cable needed to connect the hardware interface
with the computer. This is a simpler design for the user and is also more cost effective due
to the absence of a relatively expensive ($15) component that would otherwise be added to
the design.
2.2 Code Development for the Digital Signal Processor
The hardware interface relies upon the Freescale MC56F84789 DSC in order to read and
count the encoder outputs from the Wrist Gimbal, and to send the calculated analog voltage
outputs to the system’s motor amplifiers. The DSP must be programmed to do these tasks,
as well as to communicate with a computer via serial-USB to make a complete system. Each
individual task was broken down and taken into account in this program, with utilization of
the tools included with the DSP evaluation board, such as the IDE, debugger, and custom
chip-specific software libraries. Code for the DSP was written in C, with some of this code
auto-generated by the IDE and its associated tools, making finding the correct settings one
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of the main tasks along with general code development and debugging.
The Freescale TWR-56F8400 evaluation board is programmed via Freescale’s CodeWar-
rior 10.2 software built upon the Eclipse development environment and uses the C program-
ming language for friendlier interaction with the DSP over Assembly code. CodeWarrior
includes a component called Processor Expert, which generates code to access the different
components of the DSP. Processor Expert was used to configure various options for each of
the internal DSP components used. These options are explained for each component of the
program running on the DSP. In order for Processor Expert to run, CodeWarrior should be
installed on a computer running Windows 7. Newer versions of CodeWarrior and Processor
Expert may work on Windows 8 and above, but were not pursued for this project.
The DSP software was programmed as a simple loop with a periodic timer to control the
rate of data collection and serial communications. This main loop collects encoder data from
the Quad Timers and sends it to the computer over the serial port. Additionally, it reads
data from the computer via the serial port that is then sent to the Digital Analog Converter
(DAC) over Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). Receiving data over the serial port is interrupt
driven and occurs as data becomes available in the background. Figure 2.4 shows a simple
block diagram of the DSP program, with Figure B.2 showing a more detailed flowchart of
the software interactions. The sequence diagram in Figure B.1 shows an additional view of
how the interrupt events interact and drive the program interactions.
Programs written for the chosen DSP run much like that on a regular computer, with
a start point and end-point. This is different from many microcontroller structures that
typically have setup code that runs once, and a loop that runs indefinitely as long as the
microcontroller is powered. As a result, the program developed had to incorporate its own
loop to enable persistent data collection and constant communications to the host computer.
The content of this loop is simple in nature to ensure speed and reliability. To meet the
loop rate requirement of 1 kHz for haptic feedback applications and in order to ensure that









Figure 2.4: Basic DSP Program Diagram
from saturating the connection, the loop was regulated using a timer. The periodic timer
component built-in to the selected DSP is set to interrupt the device at a given periodic
time, in our case as close to every 1ms as possible (1/(1 kHz) = 1ms). When this interrupt
is executed, a Boolean flag is set telling the main program that it is okay to send data and
write outputs to the DAC. The main loop consists of a while loop that continuously loops
after initial setup code, with logic checking for the state of this Boolean flag. When it is
detected that the flag has been set by the periodic timer, the remaining logic within the loop
is executed, completing the sending of encoder data and writing of voltages to the DAC.
The periodic timer intervals available are dependent on the clock speed of the DSP, so these
were set as close to every 1ms as possible. In this case, with a 72MHz system clock speed,
the periodic timer was set to interrupt approximately every 910 ➭s.
Processor Expert is used to make various board and component settings on the MC56F84789
DSP chip and was used to set the periodic timer interval for the device. Other settings ad-
justable by Processor Expert include clock speed, auto-generation configurations for compo-
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nent code, and pin assignments for interaction with peripheral devices and the serial interface,
with choices limited to valid settings based upon the general central processing unit (CPU)
settings. The timing related settings are related to the clock speed of the board, which itself
should typically be a multiple of 8MHz or 25MHz. These values produce the most typical
value ranges for standardized components such as the Serial Communication Interface (SCI)
and Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) for interaction with external devices. Because of this,
the system clock (IP Bus) speed was eventually set to 72MHz. This meant that other clock
speeds, such as the Phased-Locked Loop (PLL) Clock, would be set based upon this system
clock speed. For example, the PLL multiplier was left at the default automated value of 4,
meaning the PLL clock frequency was set to 288MHz.
The effects of the base clock speed were more apparent for the dividers associated with
the SCI, eventually setting the possible valid baud rates (symbols or pulses per second) that
could be set for serial communications. Standard baud rates for serial communications are
typically 9600 or above, with the most reliable and common values multiples of this 9600 until
they are greater than 115200 baud. System clock values other than 72MHz did not produce
baud rates that matched these standard baud rates, making for these communications to be
unreliable at best with standard computer components. This was the main reason for the
set 72MHz system clock speed of the DSP.
In order to determine the optimal settings (baud rate) for the serial communications,
a communication protocol was first established for all serial communications between the
DSP board and the host computer. Organizing the data to be sent into effective packets
with a header allows for reliable alignment of bytes sent and received, and standardizes the
way through which to communicate with the device. A two-byte header was determined to
be sufficient to properly align the data, with the first two bytes needing to be read by the
connected serial device before reading any other data. Encoder data for each channel is sent
after the two header bytes are sent. Encoder data is stored in 16-bit integers, making up two
bytes for each encoder, with a total packet size of six bytes. Similarly, the data received by the
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DSP includes two header bytes and two 16-bit integers representing the integer values written
to the DAC, with a packet size of six bytes. Figure 2.5 shows a breakdown of the packets
sent and received by the DSP. Headers sent by the DSP may represent the calibration state
of the encoders (i.e. if they have been set since board startup), while the headers received
by the DSP may represent DAC values to be set, or values to which the encoders should be
set during calibration procedures. More information on device calibration can be found in
Section 4.1.
General settings of the serial interface include 8-bit width with one stop bit and no par-
ity. Serial communications occur via the Queued Serial Communications Interface (QSCI),
Byte: 0 1 2 3 4 5
Contents Header 16-bit Int. 16-bit Int.
Uncalibrated \a \b Encoder A Encoder B
Calibrated \n \r Encoder A Encoder B
Send Voltage \n \r DAC A DAC B




Figure 2.5: Serial packets sent/received for the computer interface, with the actual infor-
mation sent in orange. Values received by the computer correspond to those from the DSP
(purple), with encoder values containing 16-bit integers; different headers represent the cal-
ibration state of the encoders. Values sent by the computer correspond to those received
by the DSP (green); different headers determine what information each packet holds. DAC
values are 12-bit integers sent as 16-bit integers (resulting in padding), while offset values
are the 16-bit integer values that each encoder counter is set to.
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specifically QSCI1, and utilize the AsynchroSerial component of Processor Expert. QSCI1
is used over QSCI0 due to issues with maximum baud rate able to be achieved on QSCI0
during testing. The baud rate of the device was set using based upon the amount of infor-
mation needed to be transmitted per second. This maintained that it must be allowed to
transmit at minimum 96,000 bits per second total, or at greater than 96000 baud, making
the minimum standard baud rate of 115200 baud (see Equation 2.1).
baudratemin = 2((bytes× databits)÷ timestep) (2.1)
baudratemin = 2((6 × 8) bits÷ 0.001 s) = 96000 baud
Interrupts for transmitting and receiving data were enabled, with the input and output
buffers being set to six bytes each. Upon the filling of the DSP’s SCI receive (RX) buffer,
an interrupt is triggered to read in the buffer’s data. This data is examined for the known
packet headers previously described, and either sets the values to send to the DAC to the
data received, or resets the encoder counters to the offset received. Data received from the
serial buffer is translated directly into a struct holding the header information and the integer
values to be sent to the DAC. By using an interrupt to receive communications from the
computer, other code can be executed on-time and does not rely on active retrieval or polling
of data from the serial port, potentially blocking other program functions. When encoder
data is sent from the DSP to the serial port, a struct is sent to the serial transmit (TX)
buffer directly. Using structs to translate the data is convenient due to the inherent nature
of how they work in C, with their structure breaking down to the bytes sent via serial as
previously described (see Figure 2.5). When the data is sent from the DSP, the serial port
requires that all interrupts be temporarily disabled during the send operation. This occurs
and, once all six bytes are sent, global interrupts are re-enabled and the program continues
to execute.
Reading of the encoder values occurs in the background of the main processing loop,
with counts detected and processed by the quad timer module of the DSP. Each of the
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two quad timers on the MC56F84789 includes four “pulse accumulator” counters which can
be configured for counting of quadrature and other signals [44]. Two pulse accumulators
were used in total to record and count the incoming signals from the Wrist Gimbal motor’s
quadrature encoders. The pulse accumulators automatically decode the quadrature encoder
signals and can be used to count both up and down depending on the direction of motor
rotation; the direction of counting is easily changed using the Processor Expert’s settings for
the pulse accumulator components. When encoder values are sent to the computer during
the main loop, these pulse accumulators are queried for the counts, and thus position of the
motor, and are reported as a 16-bit signed integer (−32768 to 32767). These signed integers
can hold enough counts for full movement of the Wrist Gimbal, as calculated by the gear


































= 16, 000 counts
During the main loop, values are written to the DAC in order to create analog voltage
outputs that are sent to the motor amplifiers. This DAC, the MCP4922, is a two-channel, 12-
bit DAC that outputs analog voltage between 0V and 5V. A 16-bit value is sent over SPI to
the DAC, the first four bits of which contain information including channel to write and gain,
and the remaining 12 bits containing the integer value corresponding to the desired analog
voltage output. These voltage outputs are scaled using a bi-polar op amp circuit described
previously in this chapter before being sent to the Wrist Gimbal’s motor amplifiers. The
SPI component of Processor Expert is used to generate code to correctly configure the SPI
module of the DSP. The DSP’s SPI is set to “master” of the DAC with other settings
reflecting the requirements laid out by the DAC’s datasheet.
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The last received integer values from the serial port are written to the DAC’s A and B
channels. Default values of half of the 12-bit integer range (2047) are written to both channels
of the DAC upon initialization of the board in order to zero the outputs of the bipolar
op amp circuit upon startup. When the DAC is written to, channel A is written to first
with the corresponding 16-bit command. The program then waits for the SPI TX EMPTY
register to change to one and TX FIFO COUNT register to become zero, signifying successful
transmission of the data and that the DAC may be written to again; channel B is then sent
its 16-bit command. If this check does not occur and two values are sent immediately to the
DAC, the second value will not be written because the DAC can only receive 16 bits at a
time.
While relatively simple in its final execution, the implementation of the DSP’s control
loop and associated code required much experiment to get the correct settings. One such
setting included disabling of the watchdog timer of the DSP, as it would eventually reset
the board once the timer had overflowed. This translated to a re-initialization of the device,
and thus the stored encoder values, once approximately every eight seconds. While not ideal
to be completely disabled, the watchdog timer is at this point unused, so it was disabled in
order to fix this issue.
2.3 Computer Inteface Software Development
In order to apply force feedback and interact with the Wrist Gimbal exoskeleton robot,
a software interface was developed. Programming the interface in a language such as C++
would remove the cost of these software licenses and reduce the overall cost of the system.
Additionally, a multithreaded solution was determined to be necessary in order to have
reliable performance of the force controller the force feedback loop.
To develop the final software solution, C# .NET was chosen, with development completed
using Visual Studio 2015 [45]. Because C# is a managed language, it offers simpler garbage
collection and memory management over unmanaged or native languages such as C++ [46].
Additionally, .Net applications are fairly portable across Windows operating systems because
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of the common .NET framework. While not as portable as C++ or Java based code across
other operating systems, C# can be run on Unix-based operating systems using the Mono-
Project implementation of .NET depending on what features are needed [47]. This cross
platform compatibility was not considered to be a requirement given the likelihood that
a user may be running Windows anyways. Finally, the author’s familiarity with the C#
language and experience in multithreading in C# over C++ made it the final choice of
language for this project.
The software written to communicate with Wrist Gimbal and provide control of force
feedback from the robot was designed to be modular for use across various applications. A
block diagram of the eventual system including both computer and visual interface can be
found in Figure 2.6. The software module described in this section builds the serial hard-
ware interface and force control components of this overall design. These two components
are combined into the “WristGimbalController” module and, because they are hardware de-
pendent, are abstracted into their own external library. This allows for modularity of the
force control software to other potential robotic/control platforms, and allows for the visual
interface to be hardware independent.
The WristGimbalController was developed to run asynchronously on multiple threads
in order to multitask and provide reliable control of Wrist Gimbal. A diagram of how the
component is designed can be found in Figure 2.7. The serial interface to the controller
has been designed to run in its own loop on a separate thread than the force calculations.
This is to provide constant communication with the serial port while allowing the force
calculations to use only the most recent data gathered from the serial interface. The force
calculator is regulated by a timer, calculating the voltage output to the motor amplifiers
based upon the last received encoder position. This timer is run on its own thread, with
data moving between the serial loop thread and timer threads to provide force feedback and
control of the robot. The serial interface is only made accessible to the force control timer













Figure 2.6: Block diagram of overall software design showing basic integration of the com-
puter and visual interfaces.
its slowdown. Externally, control of the robot and force feedback is completed through
interfacing with the ForceController component of this module.
The serial interface component of the software is based upon the serial port component
within .NET (Systems.IO.Ports.SerialPort). Usually, the .NET serial component is used
via the DataReceived event, but was found to provide unsatisfactory performance for our
application. The DataReceived event performed too slowly and was unable to keep up with
the fast transfer rate and shear amount of data being sent across the serial interface. Instead
of using an event driven approach, a more processor intensive polling approach was used.
This polling approach requires the creation of a new thread in order to ensure continuous
and reliable performance of the communications loop. The .NET serial port component was
then wrapped in its own class to abstract the use of asynchronous reading and writing to
the serial port. Polling of the serial is completed in a while loop that performs initialization











Figure 2.7: Sequence diagram of C# .NET force feedback software describing thread and
devices interactions; ForceController is a timer on a separate thread from the SerialCommu-
nicator loop, which interacts directly with the serial port.
packets, writing the force controller’s output to the serial port, and cleanup of resources
upon stopping of the polling loop.
Data is aligned through checking the last two bytes received by the serial port for the
known two byte headers sent by the DSP hardware. When detected, the next four bytes are
read in and converted to integers corresponding to encoder values. While reading of data
from the serial port is written to be able to be asynchronously read, the loop awaits the
completion of each read in order to ensure no errors occur. After a full set of encoder values
is read, the last calculated voltage outputs to the amplifiers are sent to the serial port. The
writing of data to the serial port occurs asynchronously in order to allow for the reading in
of data to continue.
The feedback control algorithms are implemented inside a separate class that includes
the previously mentioned timer that regulates to frequency of force calculations. By using
a timer, the frequency of force calculations can be controlled, preventing over utilization
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of resources and ensuring that the optimal 1 kHz loop rate of the system is achieved. An
unregulated loop that continuously makes calculations would waste resources, allowing for
many more of the small calculations made for each step of the loop to be calculated than
necessary.
In initial development, different versions of the stock .NET timers were attempted to
be used. However, the four timers that come native to .NET, System.Threading.Timer,
System.Timers.Timer, System.Windows.Forms.Timer, and System.Windows.Threading.Dis-
patcherTimer, are limited to a resolution of 15 milliseconds due to how .NET handles these
events [46]. This minimum resolution does not fulfill the 1 kHz loop rate requirement for force
feedback control, necessitating the use of a timer with better resolution. An open source
solution that provides acceptable accuracy of 1 ➭s around 99.9% of the time, MicroTimer
[48], was used under the Code Project Open License (CPOL) 1.02 [49]. This solution proves
acceptable for force calculations and regulating their frequency.
Upon the timer event being triggered, the force calculation code is executed, with the
analog output voltage value ultimately calculated based upon the chosen force feedback type
of the robot. Only viscous damping and virtual spring forces have been implemented, with
one additional feedback implementation added and discussed with the development of the
visual interface (see Section 3.3); a no-force output implementation was also implemented
specifically for device testing. The output voltage is calculated for each force feedback
implementation as the 12-bit integer value (0-4095) sent to the Wrist Gimbal board’s DAC
and is set as the next value to be sent to the DSP through the serial interface. The calculation
performed is based upon the current set feedback type (i.e. viscous damping, virtual spring,
etc.) and uses a switch case structure on each timed event occurring.
Viscous force is calculated using the angular velocity of the respective Wrist Gmbal axis,
as well as the previous viscous damping outputs calculated. In order to apply the discrete
derivative and discrete filter that make this calculation, a difference equation was derived.
This difference equation converts these transfer functions from the frequency domain into
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the discrete time step domain, creating a linear equation based upon the last two time steps
of the inputs and outputs. The difference equations (Equations 2.4 and 2.6) were found by
applying an inverse Z-transform to the discrete derivative transfer function (Equation 2.3)
and discrete filter transfer function (Equation 2.5) that are used to calculate viscous damping
force. The difference equation takes inputs of the angular velocity of the robot and previous
time step viscous damping calculations and outputs the voltage value corresponding to the











































a0x[n] + a1x[n− 1]− a3y[n− 1]
a2
(2.6)
The previous time step [n-1] inputs and outputs are stored in global variables within the
force controller class to keep them persistent between executions of the timer-executed code.
These values are updated (both inputs x[n] and x[n−1] and outputs y[n] and y[n−1]) upon
the completion of the most recent calculation. Outputs from the viscous damping calculation
are scaled from real voltage values (−10V to 10V) to the 12-bit integer values sent to the
DAC before being sent to the serial communication interface.
Virtual spring force is calculated based upon the angular position of the robot in relation
to a “goal” position, and uses the simple spring equation in Equation 2.7. The input angle
is multiplied by the spring constant, with a higher spring constant creating a stiffer spring.
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The result is a force towards or away (depending on the sign of the spring constant) from
the “goal” position a set position of the device that has a linear relationship to the angular
distance from the goal. The simple spring force implemented does not have any damping
added for simplicity of testing. Additionally, any oscillations that a damping component
would reduce are less due to the inherent damping by the Wrist Gimbal motors at low
voltage outputs. The output to the motors for this simple spring was also cut-off at a
certain maximum saturation voltage for safety during development and testing.
~Fspring = Ks∆~θ (2.7)
A test application was developed in order to test the Wrist Gimbal control software and
the various force feedback algorithms implemented. A simple Graphical User Interface (GUI)
was developed using Windows Forms to help facilitate this testing, a screenshot of which can
be found in Figure 2.8. This GUI displays information sent to and received from the device
in the form of the angular position in both radians and degrees of the pronation/supination
and flexion/extension axes of the robot, and as voltage outputs both in real voltage (±10
V) and scaled 12-bit integer values written to the DAC (0 to 4095). Additionally, it shows
the calibration status of Wrist Gimbal (calibrated or uncalibrated), and enables calibration
of the device.
The type of force feedback no-force (passive), viscous damping, or virtual spring (springy)
is able to be selected and switched to while the device is running. In the case of viscous
damping, the viscous gain is able to be adjusted via textbox or slider in order to change
the resistance provided by the viscous damping force. Similarly, the spring constant is also
able to be adjusted, to change spring stiffness, but with a constant voltage output saturation
for development purposes. The spring force goal is centered at the angular position of
zero for both pronation/supination and flexion/extension axes of the Wrist Gimbal. These
zero positions are the position where robot is when the uncalibrated controller is turned
on, or the zero point of the Wrist Gimbal is after calibration occurs. More information
on the calibration procedure can be found in Section 4.1 on testing and validation of the
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Figure 2.8: Test application for testing performance of the computer interface.
hardware/software design.
Collection of diagnostic data optionally occurs upon selection of the “Collect Diagnostics”
button in the test application. Data that is recorded includes the values received from the
DSP board and sent to the DSP board, as well as relevant timing data. Such data includes
the time it takes to read one packet of data from the serial port and the time it takes
to complete one full send/receive data loop. Additionally, performance data on the force
calculation timer is collected, such as the time it takes to execute a calculation. The time
since the program started that the event was fired is also collected in order to gauge the
accuracy of the timer. All of this information is saved into a Comma Separated Value (CSV)




Providing an engaging and motivating way to facilitate stroke rehabilitation has been
an active field of study [7]. Current research into the use of virtual reality environments to
increase patient motivation has been focused on the use of more traditional video games, and
use artificial scoring mechanisms to increase motivation [30]. While art therapy and coloring
have been used for stroke rehabilitation in the past, these cases have been focused on cognitive
rehabilitation, and not motor rehabilitation [32, 33]. By using technology to enable and
assist a virtual coloring book for users, the idea of art therapy for stroke rehabilitation can
be applied to motor rehabilitation, with the eventual goal of increasing patient motivation for
therapy completion, increased dose of exercise and improved motor outcomes. Coloring as an
activity has been shown to have positive effects on reducing stress, anxiety and depression,
and has been quoted to be similar to “meditation” [40]. Technology enabling coloring for
motor impaired individuals combines motor and cognitive benefits in a single activity in a
synergistic way.
A visual interface blending the concepts of serious games, art therapy, and haptic feedback
has been developed for the Wrist Gimbal forearm and wrist exoskeleton robot. This visual
interface, termed “Technology-Assisted Coloring for Motor Rehabilitation” (TACFMR) has
been designed for use in motor rehabilitation with the ability to use different interfaces, in-
cluding robots and gesture controls. Instead of what would be considered a traditional game,
a virtual coloring book “game” can be used to simultaneously provide cognitive challenge
while encouraging motor rehabilitation. Such a visual interface could be used to cover em-
bodiments for any limb (finger, hand, arm, leg, foot, etc.) in the body; however, this chapter
focuses on its use for motor rehabilitation the upper extremities, specifically the forearm and
wrist, and its design in regards to use with the Wrist Gimbal robot.
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To describe the developed visual interface, the following set of terms has been used to
refer to different parts of the design:
• The computer interface refers to the software components developed in Chapter 2 for
interaction with Wrist Gimbal.
• Artwork refers to the blank coloring book template (art) that will be “colored” by the
user.
• A region of the artwork refers to a continuous area between the defining lines of the
artwork (usually black lines).
• Coloring refers to the process of adding color to a white/blank area of the artwork,
and will occur through selecting a color to fill or brush in the region, and the actual
act of filling or painting the region.
• A user refers to the person or patient using the rehabilitation or movement capturing
interface and software, and may be impaired or unimpaired by a condition such as
stroke. It can be assumed, unless otherwise specified, that the user has some kind of
motor disability due to a stroke event, with the term interchangeable with the patient.
• Force assistance refers to the application of force or torques by a robot to aid the user
in completing the task by making the physical movements, therefore coloring, easier.
Conversely, applying a resistive force makes the task harder.
This visual interface for coloring is intended to facilitate motor rehabilitation therapy
by increasing patient motivation for therapy completion and distracting from exercise. By
creating an engaging and motivating interface through the act of coloring, the ultimate goal
of increased exercise dosage and frequency can be achieved two important components of




The visual interface developed for the Wrist Gimbal robot draws upon concepts through-
out academic literature to create an effective and engaging way to complete stroke rehabil-
itation exercises. A virtual coloring book as a visual interface for Wrist Gimbal provides
cognitive challenge through art therapy and decision making, while facilitating a wide range
of movements in order to color or paint the entirety of an image. The visual interface in-
corporates many of the design criteria that are considered to be important for the design of
games for motor rehabilitation of stroke patients, as identified in the literature. A screenshot
of the visual interface can be found in Figure 3.1.
The coloring book visual interface requires the user to move between each unfilled region
of a blank piece of artwork. These positions are mapped to a position of the Wrist Gimbal
robot, but could also correspond to another input device. Each region is defined as an
unfilled part of the image, with a point defining its position. This point is used later for
Figure 3.1: Screenshot of the virtual coloring book visual. interface
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force assistance, and is the center point from which the region is filled. While in a region,
the user has the option to select a color from the available colors and fill the region with
that color. Nearby regions that the user can move to are displayed, with the next region
displayed that they will travel to if the force assistance or other condition such as a key
press or hand gesture is met.
The act of coloring being used to provide cognitive challenge is grounded in the use of
art therapy in cognitive rehabilitation. Coloring an image uses cognitive decision making to
select what colors should fill each region, as well as how to complete the physical movement
to each region of the image. Creating an image through coloring also provides inherent
customization of the game for each user, as it allows for freeform movement, while requiring
movement throughout the entire range of motion of the patient to complete the entire image.
This sets the concept apart from traditional games, as the virtual coloring book does not
require certain targets to be hit in a particular order, making the game and act of exercising
more unique and interesting between sessions. Additionally, coloring allows the user to utilize
their creativity and create a final product which may motivate a larger portion of users than
through artificial scoring that is utilized by traditional rehabilitation games
Several basic ideas for a serious rehabilitation games were initially considered before
settling on the virtual coloring book ideas:
• A tilting maze and ball game
• A game similar to Snake (object collection) [50]
• Pac-Man-like games (object collection and chasing objects) [51]
• A cat & mouse game (chasing objects)
These ideas were determined to be possibilities, but were less appealing than the final
concept. Additionally, they did not necessarily bring anything new to existing games in
the field of motor rehabilitation research. Games similar to these can be found in existing
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research, such as in [30], where they use an implantation of a ball and maze with the Novint
Falcon as input. The other three ideas proved to be similar to other existing rehabilitation
games, such as those included in Saebo’s NeuroGaming for their ReJoyce controller [52].
These games typically have the premise of collecting something or hitting targets, prov-
ing potentially difficult to provide cognitive challenge and keep the patient’s interest and
motivation for exercising high.
The concept of adult coloring books and developing a virtual reality coloring book for
motor rehabilitation was proposed, investigated, and determined to be a good direction to
take this project. While art therapy and coloring have been used for stroke rehabilitation
in the past, these cases have been focused on cognitive rehabilitation, and not motor reha-
bilitation. By using technology to enable and assist a virtual coloring book for users, the
idea of art therapy for stroke rehabilitation can be applied to motor rehabilitation, with
the eventual goal of increasing patient motivation for therapy completion, increasing dose of
exercise, and improving motor outcomes.
The final visual interface application incorporates the computer interface developed in
Chapter 2 as the device input and force assistance; Figure 3.2 shows the overall application
layers of the computer and visual interfaces. Three main components make up the main
functionality of the visual interface: the graphics controller, the program controller, and the
force controller. The graphics controller’s job is to control the render loop and anything
associated with drawing to the screen. SharpDX was used to implement the graphics con-
troller, utilizing Direct2D1 and Direct3D 11 to render the GUI. The graphics controller’s
render loop is additionally executed on its own thread, preventing slowdowns of other im-
portant tasks that need to be completed during run-time, such as force calculations. The
program controller acts as a layer of abstraction between the graphics controller and the
force controller, and facilitates the actual therapy session. The force controller implements
the computer interface for the Wrist Gimbal, and communicates the robot’s position directly



















Figure 3.2: Detailed block diagram of final software design showing the different application
layers and device interactions. The Serial Communicator and Force Controller make up
the computer interface, while the Program Controller and Graphics Controller make up the
visual interface.
feedback and force assistance scheme used in the program, and implement the interfaces
developed for them; these are discussed in-depth later in this chapter.
The initial GUI design can be found in Figure 3.3, and was intended to only display
relevant information to the screen. The center of the screen would contain the artwork to
be painted, with the selected color for painting displayed in the bottom right of the screen.
Color selection would occur through a secondary, pop-up color picker that would be activated
through a key press by the patient on the keyboard. The patient would then be able to choose
a color by moving the robot and selecting the color through another key press, closing the
menu and continuing to color the artwork. By using the robot to both select colors and
paint the image, the user would be encouraged to exercise through both tasks. However,
the creation of the menus and the subsequent discontinuities in robot position that could
possibly be introduced when switching between these menus encouraged a change in design.
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Figure 3.3: A sketch of the initial design for the virtual coloring book visual interface. The
color picker (not shown) was to be a separate menu that could be displayed on top of the
visual interface.
The artwork used in the visual interface is similar to artwork one would see in a print
coloring book. The particular Mandala-style of artwork [53] several examples of which can
be seen in Figure 3.4 was used for various reasons. The Mandala style of artwork is often
radially symmetric in nature, with the property utilized to complete coloring a section at a
time, or reducing complexity of the task by applying colors to multiple symmetric regions of
the artwork at once. The circular nature of Mandala artwork also lends itself to the potential
for robot/image position mappings, given the nature of the Wrist Gimbal robot (forearm and
wrist rotation). Artwork chosen to be completed by the user can scale well to change the
difficulty of the tasks. More complex artwork with many, smaller regions would increase
the time it takes to complete an image, as well as the precision needed by the user to move
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between regions, while less complex artwork would do the opposite, making completion of
coloring more obtainable for patients with greater motor disability. Mandalas also scale well
in this category, as they can be found in varying degrees of complexity. Mandala artwork
was thus used for the completion of the visual interface; however, by no means does this
limit the virtual coloring book to using Mandalas, as more “rectangular” artwork, such as
landscapes, could be used. All artwork used in the development of the visual interface were
obtained from Wikipedia under the Creative Commons License [54], although other artwork
could be licensed or commissioned for its use in the future.
The current GUI design without region indicators can be found in Figure 3.1. Color
selection is replaced by fixed color boxes, with current color selected using the number
keys on the keyboard. Each box contains a square showing the individual color, a number
corresponding to the number on the keyboard used to select it, and the surrounding box
being highlighted if the color is selected. The selected color is applied to a region using the
keyboard’s spacebar. Although using numbers on the keyboard to select the color to paint
with may limit the color choice of a user, it is a simple way to implement a color palette
that will make sense to the user. This simpler implementation may also be a good thing,
as it reduces the complexity of the visual interface controls and removes the potential for
position discontinuities between painting and the color picking menu. More importantly, it
allows the user to focus on the task of exercising and moving between regions, instead of
being left overwhelmed with too many color choices.
The developed visual interface is designed to be modular for future development flexibility
in order to be used to pursue multiple research paths. This includes being able to use
different inputs to the program, as well as using different force assistance schemes and visual
feedback elements. The design of the visual interface was aimed at incorporating as many
of the common design criteria for rehabilitation games as possible, while allowing for the
addition of as many of the non-implemented design criteria in the future as possible. This
flexibility is important in order to enable the many design changes and updates that will be
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Figure 3.4: Examples of Mandala coloring book images. Image source: Wikipedia - Mandala
[55]
needed in the future to produce a complete, polished visual interface.
3.2 Implementation
To implement the proposed rehabilitation game and provide a base software framework
for the project, the Unity game engine was initially chosen [56]. Unity is a fully-developed
game engine that has the flexibility to be used with multiple programming languages. This
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flexibility was desired for both later upkeep of and research using the developed software, as
well as the ability to switch between languages for best development. Additionally, Unity’s
support of the Visual Studio environment, its large documentation base, and free-use license
were deemed to be preferential for this project [57]. As a graphics development environment,
Unity also supports importation of objects from Blender. Blender is an open-source, 3D
modeling and animation software package developed by the Blender Foundation [58]. Blender
was chosen as the program in which any graphics used in the game will be developed, in
part due to its integration with Unity, but also because of the large number of community
resources and support available.
The Unity engine uses .NET 2.0, while the developed computer interface relies upon asyn-
chronous methods only available in .NET 4.5 and above. This eventually prevented the use
of the Unity game engine to act as a code base for the application, and necessitated selection
of another platform upon which to build the visual interface. Additionally, the change of
focus from a traditional game towards a two-dimensional, virtual coloring book application
meant that using a game engine wouldn’t necessarily speed up development of the visual
interface. As a result, the entire visual interface was implemented using custom code, with
graphics implemented using SharpDX, a DirectX wrapper for C# .NET. While this change
in development direction added complications to the software with manual threading and
graphical tasks, it allows for more customization of the visual interface and its capabilities,
particularly in the future and resolves the version compatibility issues presented by Unity.
SharpDX was chosen over the Windows Graphics Device Interface (GDI), other DirectX
wrappers like XNA and SlimDX, and OpenGL for several reasons. Use of DirectX or OpenGL
was preferred over Windows GDI in order to accommodate hardware acceleration to help
lighten the load of rendering the visual interface. This allows for better allocation of re-
sources for force control applications, with the intention of increasing reliability of the in-
terface. Additionally, the rendering options available in OpenGL and DirectX allow for
future customization and more professional graphics than by using Windows GDI. The ul-
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timate decision to use SharpDX over more established DirectX and OpenGL wrappers such
as SlimDX, XNA, and OpenTK was due to the current support and development occurring
on these platforms. SharpDX has seen the most recent updates and has continued support,
unlike XNA which is no longer supported by Microsoft [59]. SlimDX’s last official release was
in 2012 [60] while OpenTK’s most recent release occurred in September of 2014 [61], leaving
SharpDX as the only widespread C# graphics platform being currently kept up-to-date (last
update was in March 2016 [62]) with the newest versions of DirectX.
By using a DirectX wrapper for developing graphics, the developed visual interface is
limited to Windows operating systems. Similar to the choice of language implementation
for the computer interface, the lack of cross-platform compatibility is not considered to be
an issue given the prevalence of Windows operating systems. The SharpDX library is an
open-source wrapper under the MIT License for the DirectX API normally accessible using
C++. Because it simply a wrapper for the existing DirectX API, it operates similarly to
regular DirectX, making the large number of resources available for DirectX programming
usable as documentation resources.
DirectX utilizes a render loop and swap chain to display information to the screen. The
render loop works with the swap chain to update a render target that is drawn to the screen.
This render target uses the Direct2D interface to draw 2D graphics to the screen. The
version of Direct2D used, Direct2D1 utilizes Direct3D 11 (or DirectX version 11) resources
for two dimensional graphics effects and is optimal for two dimensional applications like the
virtual coloring book visual interface. The swap chain uses a double backbuffer, where the
last frame is sent to the graphics hardware to display to the screen, and the current frame
set. The resources attributed to the backbuffer are fixed, with the address pointing towards
the rendered frame swapped upon each render cycle (giving the name “swap chain”).
The SharpDX render loop used for the developed visual interface is based upon the
SharpDX sample code, usable under the MIT license [63]. By using the sample Direct2D ap-
plications provided by SharpDX as the framework for rendering the GUI, a stable application
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base from which to work with was achieved. This also considerably sped up development,
allowing for a better, more expandable design and better testing of each component. The
sample code used builds the basis of the graphics controller which interacts with other parts
of the visual interface.
The graphics controller implements the GUI of the virtual coloring book interface, dis-
playing artwork, relevant patient information, and control related information. The graphics
controller also takes inputs from the keyboard and mouse connected to the computer, to be
used by the therapist for configuring a therapy session and by the patient for coloring or
painting of the displayed artwork. Upon each cycle of the rendering loop the Draw and
Update functions are called, executing all drawing and rendering code, as well as updating
the position of the robot. In particular, the Draw function clears the render target and calls
functions that draw the menu bars, color selectors, position indicators, and the rendered
artwork to the screen. The Update function is used to primarily get the position of the
input device (Wrist Gimbal), as well as update the position of the device for force feedback.
Code executed by mouse button clicks or key presses is executed when the MouseClicked or
KeyDown events are raised.
A “program controller” layer is abstracted to separate the graphics layer from the main
program and any components of a therapy session, as well as from the input or force con-
troller. Separating the graphics from the physical program both simplifies the graphics
controller, as well as protects other parts of the program, such as the force controller, from
unnecessary access. The program controller updates the position of the robot, sets the cur-
rent region of the artwork, and determines the next region that the user is able to travel
to.
An Art class is used to store image and region information of the artwork being used. Each
region of the artwork is defined as a struct, containing information including the “center”
point, the color of the region, the completion (or painted) status, and the rendering status of
the region. Rendering of the artwork iterates through the entire list of regions and fills any
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regions with the associated color if marked as un-rendered. The rendered artwork is stored
as a byte array containing the values for the red, green, blue, and alpha channels of each
individual pixel of the image. The Art class abstracts the artwork to be colored and allows
for creation of an object for each painting that a patient could complete.
Filling of a region occurs when that region is rendered in the creation of the rendered
bitmap. By marking each region as rendered or not upon each color change or other action
ensures that every time the artwork is rendered, resources are only used to render the non-
updated regions of the image (see Figure B.4). This prevents the wasting of computer
resources that need to be utilized by other parts of the program, particularly the force
controller. Color filling of a region occurs using a flood fill algorithm obtained under the open
source MIT License [63]. The FloodFillScanlineReplace function of the WinRTXamlToolkit
[64] was repurposed and edited to complete filling of the artwork bitmap. By reusing existing,
open source code for the flood fill of a region, development efforts could be better focused
towards completion of the prototype visual interface and implementation of haptic feedback.
Region data for a piece of artwork is defined in an EXtensible Markup Language (XML)
file and is read in upon loading of the associated image file. Reading of the XML data
occurs using the built-in XML file functionality of the .NET framework. Currently, defining
of each region and the marked center point of each region is done manually. The points are
determined using an image editing program such as GIMP or Microsoft Paint, and are input
into a table in Microsoft Excel. This table is exported to an XML file, with the horizontal
X and vertical Y pixels positions recorded, as well as the red, green, blue, and alpha pixel
color channels and the completion status for each region.
Upon starting of a therapy session, the current region of the artwork is the first region
defined in the list of regions derived from the image’s associated XML region data. Typically,
this would be assigned to the center of the image, so that any controller is centered around
this point on startup; however, this could be any region of the artwork depending on the
XML region data’s ordering. Nearby regions are defined to be located within a certain pixel
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Figure 3.5: Closest regions (gray indicators) to the current region (green indicator), within
125W pixels (green circle).
distance of the current region, as illustrated by Figure 3.5. The center positions of all regions
within a circle of a preset radius (in pixels) are displayed as grey indicators. Indicators are
drawn as a filled circle within a larger, unfilled circle, with the color of the indicator having
different meanings. The green indicator designates to the user what region is currently
selected for painting, while red indicators show the next region that the user will travel to,
and gray indicators displaying all possible, nearby regions that they could select as the next
region.
The “next” region that a user will travel to is selected from the list of regions within a
pixel distance of the current. The next region is determined by the position of another point
either the translated position of the Wrist Gimbal robot or another input device in relation to
the current region position, as seen in Figure 3.6. In this figure, the current region is signified














Figure 3.6: Determining the next region from a list of nearby regions C1, C2, and C3,
minimizing angle θi and distance Li in relation to the vector between point p and and
original region C0.
input device (robot) position as translated to the image. The vectors between nearby region
points and the current region point are compared to the vector between the input device
position and the current region point to choose the next region. The next region chosen
first minimizes the angle between its vector and the input device position vector, meaning
that the region closest in the polar theta direction is chosen. If multiple regions satisfy this
minimum angle requirement, the region producing the shortest L length vector is chosen as
the next region.
In addition to closest angle and shortest distance requirements, a nearby region, in order
to be chosen as the next region, must also create a vector whose angle to the input device
vector is within a certain angular threshold. Figure 3.7 shows the possible results of this
calculation, with only one point producing the smallest angular offset (Figure 3.7(a)), mul-
tiple points producing the smallest angular offset and the point selected corresponding to
the smallest length vector (Figure 3.7(b)), and no points being detected within the angular
threshold (Figure 3.7(c)). The red line drawn to the screen signifies the vector between the
input device’s translated position and the current region’s defined position.
To test the current region detection, the arrow keys of the keyboard were used to move the
input device’s position about the image. This proved that the concept worked properly, with
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(a) Closest Angle (b) Closest Angle and Distance (c) None Detected
Figure 3.7: Illustration of the possible results of region detection, including (a) a unique
closest angle, (b) a non-unique closest angle and unique shortest distance, and (c) no regions
within the specified bounds.
the functionality removed once the robot was added as the input device. To move between
regions during this testing, a keyboard input in this case the “Shift” key was used to change
the current region to the region highlighted in red. More automated detection of the next
region and setting of the current region was implemented upon adding the Wrist Gimbal
robot as the input device. Using the keyboard as input both demonstrated functionality
of the visual interface, as well as proves that is has the ability to be used by a variety of
input devices and is not constrained for use with just the Wrist Gimbal. This potential is
important for enabling its use in a wider potential of future research in motor rehabilitation
of stroke-affected patients.
3.3 Haptic Feedback and Assistive Forces
The developed visual interface incorporates Wrist Gimbal as an input device and pro-
vides the user with haptic feedback and force assistance to move between regions of a piece
of artwork and paint these regions. These components of the visual interface can be tailored
to specifically fit the robot or other device being used as input. For Wrist Gimbal, a simple
haptic feedback and force assistance strategy was implemented. Described as “region snap-
ping”, this force assistance strategy is designed to assist the user in travelling from region to
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region throughout a piece of artwork in order to accomplish the coloring task. Each region
is effectively mapped to a different position of the robot, translating to a position in flex-
ion/extension of the wrist and pronation/supination of the forearm. By using this assistance
strategy, it is anticipated that patients suffering from motor impairment due to stroke or
other motor disabilities can complete therapy exercises.
The use of force feedback and haptics has been found to be effective at promoting motor
rehabilitation in patients [65]. How force assistance and haptic feedback to facilitate motor
rehabilitation are applied varies widely across literature [66], leaving it unclear the best ways
in which to implement haptic feedback and force assistance in our design. Adaptive and
“assist-as-needed” approaches, such as that used by Wolbrecht et al. [67], do not necessarily
produce the best results [68], and may not be preferred for initial development and proof of
concept of the visual interface due to their complexity. This leaves the door open to consider
many different force feedback control strategies for their potential use in the future, but also
validates the use of a simpler control scheme to prove functionality of the visual interface for
motor rehabilitation purposes.
A haptic simulation approach was chosen for implementation of the haptic feedback
and force assistance scheme to prove the viability of a virtual coloring book for use in
motor rehabilitation exercises. Haptic simulation allows for a haptic interface to be used
for interacting with virtual objects and simulate ADLs [69]. Interaction between a user
and virtual environment can occur with virtual objects and walls, or through other haptic
effects such as viscous damping and virtual springs. The use of virtual springs was selected
because it would serve as a simple way to test the concept of the visual interface. More
complex haptic simulation techniques such as the use of force shading and friction when
interacting with virtual bodies [70] were forgone for this implementation in order to reduce
the problem’s complexity.
The developed haptic simulation control strategy was centered upon the idea of “region
snapping” pulling the user to the next region once a movement or force threshold was
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reached in the direction of that region. The user moves the robot towards the next region
of the artwork they want to paint, indicated by a red region indicator (see Figure 3.5). The
robot’s position in relation to the current region center is indicated by a red line drawn
between the two points. When the line length exceeds a set, threshold distance (in pixels),
the current region changes and the user is pulled to the new region position. By using a pixel
distance as a threshold for moving between regions, a couple of things are accomplished: the
transition to regions is based upon an effective total force applied by the user (which can be
broken into components of each axis), and the transition threshold is made independent of
force in each axis. The first allows for consistent, visual feedback indicating to the user how
far they must move to reach another region. By keeping the distance a user must move in
the image space to activate assistance constant, it is thought that assistance will feel more
consistent and natural than if a force or angular distance threshold must be exceeded in both
axes. By decoupling the threshold for region transition from the force in each axis, better
customization to the patient is allowed. Each axis could have different levels of assistance,
tailorable towards the individual’s motor abilities.
Region snapping is currently based upon virtual spring force for both constraining the
user to a region during painting of that regions, as well as for assisting the user to the
position of the next region. Figure 3.8 illustrates the concept behind region snapping and its
use of virtual springs for constraint and assistance. During the painting of a region, a virtual
spring with stiffness Ks1 keeps the user from unintentionally travelling out of the region.
This gives the user timer to choose a color and apply it to the region of the artwork they
are in. To move to another region, the user simply moves the robot in the direction of the
region they would like to select. They are resisted by the virtual spring force (Equation 3.1)
keeping them within the region, but upon reaching the distance threshold defined previously,
they are assisted by virtual spring tied to the new region location. This virtual spring has
an initial stiffness of Ks2 that is higher than that of Ks1 , pulling them to the new region






Figure 3.8: Diagram of region snapping force feedback scheme with C0 the current region
center, C1 the next region center, virtual spring stiffnesses Ks1 and Ks2, and the orange
circle signifying the distance threshold (in pixels) before changing regions.
following the exponential curved defined in Equation 3.2 and shown as a plot in Figure 3.9.
The time element of this equation is directly the time since the new region is set, slowly
resetting the applied force value to the corresponding original Ks1 virtual spring stiffness
over time.
~Fspring = Ks~θ (3.1)
Ks = (Ks2 −Ks1)e
−Tt +Ks1 (3.2)
The virtual spring constant described by Equation 3.2 is customizable to provide the
right amount of force assistance to the particular user. Larger values of Ks2 may be used
for larger amounts of force assistance, while smaller values can be used for individuals that
do not need as much assistance. Conversely, larger values of Ks1 can be set to provide
more resistive force for keeping a user within a region and challenge them, or smaller values
use for individuals that do not yet have enough strength to overcome the distance. The
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Figure 3.9: Plot of virtual spring constant Ks in relation to time since the region changed
for region snapping haptic feedback.
distance threshold needed to activate assistance can also be changed to make therapy more
customizable for each user. Finally, the rate at which the assistive force, Ks2 , decays to
the constraining force, Ks1 , can also be customized on an individual patient basis through
adjustment of the T parameter, smaller values of T increase the time it takes for the virtual
spring stiffness to approach Ks1 .
A damping force component is added to the final virtual spring force output of Wrist
Gimbal, producing the final spring mass-damper model found in Figure 3.10. The force
output is thus calculated via Equation 3.3, which includes both virtual spring and mass-
damper (viscous damping) forces.
~Fspring = Ks~θ + ~Fviscous (3.3)
The inclusion of a damping component of force is important to remove oscillations in move-
ment when force assistance pulls the user to a position. This prevents overshooting of the
final goal position by the user and robot, as well as removes any “bouncy” feeling of the






Figure 3.10: A spring mass-damper system, with Ks signifying spring constant/stiffness and
Kd signifying the amount of damping over a change in θ.
Position of the robot in the image space is determined using a “position calculator” that
is called upon by the force controller code of Wrist Gimbal’s computer interface. Similarly,
a “goal calculator” translates the current region’s position to the position around which the
virtual spring is centered in the robot’s coordinate space. Both the position calculator and
goal calculator are defined as interfaces in the computer interface developed in Chapter 2, but
were not implemented or discussed in detail at the time. These interfaces are implemented by
customized classes for the region snapping described and are critical in fully understanding
how the haptic feedback and force assistance work in the developed virtual coloring book.
The position of the robot in both forearm pronation/supination and wrist flexion/ex-
tension directions is mapped to a corresponding Cartesian coordinate within the artwork’s
rectangular boundaries. Conversely, any point in the image can be mapped directly to an
angular position of the robot in both axes. How points within these two coordinate frames
are mapped to each other affect how natural interaction with the robot and the visual inter-
face feel, as well as how the user can interact with the virtual coloring book. Two different
mappings schemes were considered: converting the polar position of Wrist Gimbal into the
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Cartesian image space, or direct horizontal and vertical angular position mapping of the fore-
arm pronation/supination and wrist flexion/extension axes, respectively, into the Cartesian
image space.
Using the polar position of Wrist Gimbal to determine the position within the image
would probably be the most natural way for a user to interact with the virtual coloring
book. This would follow how Wrist Gimbal’s position was represented in the original ball
and arrow interface (see Figure 1.3). However, this type of mapping presents a couple of
potential problems, making it difficult to use as a mapping scheme. Both the human body
and the Wrist Gimbal robot are constrained to a certain level of movement in each axis of
direction allowed. While it is easy to customize the mapping of this motion in the image
to that of the device on a per-patient basis, the inability for the robot and patient to move
continuously in a direction will create a boundary in movement that cannot be crossed (see
Figure 3.11(a)). This means that in order for the patient to move between certain regions
lying on either side of this boundary, the patient would have to reverse movement completely
and reach these regions by approaching the movement boundary from the other side (see
Figure 3.11(b)). This fundamentally limits the user’s freedom in moving between regions and
could cause the user frustration, as getting to a nearby region may not be possible without
traversing the entire piece of artwork.
The second issue with the polar mapping is that it does not naturally translate to the
Cartesian image space, and could confuse the patient as to how to move about the image.
Polar mapping would inherently put the center of the robot in center of the image, with the
position of the robot translated as an angle and distance from this center (see Figure 3.11(a)).
This complicates how to show the user where they can move in the Cartesian space of
the image and limits the types of artwork to being circular in nature. While this may be
acceptable, the movement boundaries make it the more complex option to implement.
As a result of the movement boundary introduced by polar mapping of the robot posi-
























(b) Illustration of the polar movement boundary
Figure 3.11: Illustration of polar mapping of Wrist Gimbal controls and the polar movement
boundary: (a) the movement boundary (orange) cannot be crossed due to physical limits
of the user and robot; (b) point C2 cannot be reached directly from point C1 (red path)
meaning a different path (green) must be taken to reach a point across this boundary.
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Table 3.1: Summary of cartesian mappings between Wrist Gimbal and image space (see
Figure 3.12).
Image Direction Min. Max. Wrist Gimbal Axis Min. Max.
Horizontal (x) 0 width Pronation/Supination θP/Smin θP/Smax
Vertical (y) 0 height Flexion/Extension θF/Emin θF/Emax
Cartesian mapping of each axis was used. This mapping takes the angular position of the
robot in the forearm pronation/supination axis and converts it to a horizontal x-position in
the image space. Similarly, the angular position of Wrist Gimbal in the wrist flexion/ex-
tension axis is converted to a vertical y-position in the image space. These mappings make
it so that movement in the forearm pronation/supination axis always translate to vertical
(up/down) movement in the image space, while movement in the wrist flexion/extension
axis always translate to horizontal (left/right) movement in the image space. This position
mapping strategy is thus similar to if a mouse or arrow-key input was used and should be
natural and consistent throughout the entire image. Table 3.1 shows a complete summary
of this Cartesian mapping system.
The position calculator implemented for the region snapping method and for determining
the current robot position takes into account the bounds of the Range of Motion (ROM) of
the individual user. These bounds are set for all four possible directions of movement of the
robot clockwise/counter-clockwise movement in the forearm pronation/supination axis, and
clockwise/counter-clockwise movement in the wrist flexion/extension axis. These boundaries
represent the left, right, top, and bottom bounds of the image in the robot space. Robot
position is scaled to the image space linearly, meaning that the robot’s center (0◦, 0◦), does
not necessarily equate directly to the images center (width/2, height/2) only if the ROM in
both directions of an axis were the same absolute angular distance, in both axes, would this
be true. Figure 3.12 further illustrates this, with the position mappings for x and y pixel
positions described in Equations 3.4 and 3.5, respectively. The goal calculator implemented




xmin C x xmax
Image Position (pixels)
Figure 3.12: Illustration of cartesian mapping of points from Wrist Gimbal to image space,
where C is the center point of the image and 0◦ is the calilbrated center of the robot axis.
in both axes of the Wrist Gimbal robot. This is described in Equations 3.6 and 3.7 for
the pronation/supination (P/S) and flexion/extension (F/E) axes, respectively, and is the





























With the implementation of the described region snapping force assistance scheme, an
individual can use Wrist Gimbal to interact with the virtual coloring book interface. Virtual
springs are utilized to help the user stay within a region, while also being used to help the
user move to another region. This achieves a simple implementation of haptic simulation.
By using direct cartesian of each axis of Wrist Gimbal for vertical and horizontal movement
in the image space, a natural control mapping is accomplished. This control mapping also




In order to evaluate the success of the new computer interface, cost of the Wrist Gimbal
computer interface is analyzed before and after development. Testing data associated with
the validation of this new computer interface is also presented in this chapter, including
performance data of the serial interface and results of the viscous damping and virtual
spring force control implementations. The performance of the developed visual interface
is also examined, with associated test data presented, including resource use of the visual
interface and performance of the force-feedback control scheme developed. Results of testing
both the computer and visual interfaces, and fulfillment of design criteria for rehabilitation
interfaces are discussed. Future work is suggested for further improvements to Wrist Gimbal
and its visual interface.
4.1 Testing and Validation of the Computer Interface
A digital signal processor-based solution was developed to replace the Quanser Q8-USB
data acquisition board used as the hardware interface between the Wrist Gimbal robot and
the computer. The developed data acquisition solution included a custom PCB with the
additional circuitry needed to interface with Wrist Gimbal. A Bill of Materials for the
entire computer interface with costs for each part can be found in Table 4.1. The base cost
of the new data acquisition system comes from the DSP evaluation board, the Freescale
TWR-56F8400. The $175 cost of this board contributed the largest portion of the new data
acquisition solution’s final cost. The added, custom PCB expansion board that connects
to the DSP evaluation board had a final cost $58.89. This included the cost of all of its
components, as well as material costs associated with the base PCB. However, this cost does
not include soldering or labor associated with assembling the expansion board. An optional
FTDI USB-Serial adapter board can be added to the finished data acquisition solution for an
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Table 4.1: Bill of Materials and costs for Wrist Gimbal computer interface.
Item Per Unit Quantity Total
Printed Circuit Board (3 PCBs per unit) $56.35 0.33 $18.78
Break Away Male Headers - Right Angle $1.95 1 $1.95
MIDI Connector - Female Right Angle $1.95 2 $3.90
1/4W 2.7 kΩ Resistor $0.10 6 $0.60
1/4W 2.0 kΩ Resistor $0.10 4 $0.40
1/4W 1.0 kΩ Resistor $0.10 2 $0.20
0.33 ➭F Capacitor $0.23 2 $0.46
0.1 ➭F Capacitor $0.23 2 $0.46
10 ➭F Capacitor $0.25 2 $0.50
15V Regulator MC7815AC $0.53 1 $0.53
5V Regulator LM7805AC $0.62 1 $0.62
MCP4922 12-bit DAC $2.62 1 $2.62
−15V DC-DC Charge Pump TC7662B $1.90 1 $1.90
Op Amp OPA2134PAG4 $3.90 1 $3.90
8DIP Socket $0.16 2 $0.32
14-DIP Socket $0.18 1 $0.18
Male Pin Headers (2x20) $1.28 2 $2.55
RCA Connector (Analog Output) $1.78 2 $3.56
Barrel Jack (Power) $1.03 1 $1.03
DC Wall Adapter $14.42 1 $14.42
Expansion Board Subtotal: $58.89
TWR-56F8400 $175.00 1 $175.00
Release Configuration Total: $233.89
SparkFun FTDI Basic Breakout - 3.3V $14.95 1 $14.95
Debug Configuration Total: $248.84
additional $15. This board enables simultaneous debugging of the DSP while still being able
to communicate with the computer. In the final configuration of the data acquisition system,
this board is not included, with the evaluation board’s USB used for communications.
There are no costs associated with software licenses for the developed data acquisition
system due to its use of the free .NET framework and open source software. This eliminated a
large cost contributor the Quanser software licenses and licenses for Simulink and MATLAB
that was present in the existing data acquisition solution. Use of Microsoft’s Visual Studio
does not contribute to the final cost because it has moved towards a free-use model with
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Visual Studio 2015 Community Edition [45]. Therefore, the final cost of the developed
computer interface is $233.89 for the final release configuration of the board, with an optional
$15 added (for a total of $248.84) for the final debug configuration of the board. The cost
of the existing computer interface was approximately $6,700, making for a cost savings of
$6,466 with the new computer interface (see Table 4.2). This cost savings brings the material
costs of Wrist Gimbal below the desired $4,000 price point, with an estimated final cost of
$3,735. By successfully lowering the cost of Wrist Gimbal to this point, this project has
moved Wrist Gimbal closer to use at smaller clinics, making it more accessible to individuals
suffering from motor deficit after events like stroke.
To validate the functionality of the computer interface developed in Chapter 2, diagnostic
data recording the performance of the interface was collected. This data collected includes
information about the accuracy of the timer controlling force calculations, the time it takes to
complete each force calculation, and the time it takes to send and receive data from the serial
port. Additionally, the functionality of the computer interface was tested by implementing
viscous damping and virtual spring force feedback controls, with the performance evaluated
qualitatively.
Diagnostic data was examined from an eight minute long continuous test of the interface.
This test was completed using the test application developed in Section 2.3 to verify the
functionality of the computer interface. A total of 834,599 data points were taken over
the duration of the test time, with one sample of data recorded upon completion of every
force calculation. Histogram results can be found in Figure 4.1(a) for the total read/write
Table 4.2: Actual costs of Wrist Gimbal before and after computer interface development
Current Cost After Development
Mechanical Components $1,500 $1,500
Electrical Components $2,000 $2,000
Data Acquisition Hardware + Software $6,700 $235
Total $10,200 $3,735
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cycle time of each serial send/receive event and for the time between each firing of the force
calculation timer event.
The results from histogram analysis of the test data revealed that both the serial interface
and force calculation timer performed satisfactory for force control applications. The average
(mean) time it took to perform a read and write using the serial interface was 0.9051ms with
a standard deviation of 0.1594ms and average (median) of 0.8976ms. This data aligns well
with the 910 ➭s periodic timer that controls the sending and receiving of data on the DSP half
of the system. The developed solution can thus maintain communication with Wrist Gimbal
that allows for reliable force feedback control at the desired 1 kHz loop rate. It was also
found that less than 0.7% of serial communication events take longer than 1.5ms, giving the
computer interface reliable communications. The variability of serial communications above
this 1.5ms threshold can be explained by operating system handling of the program and its
threading; because Windows is not a Real Time Operating System (RTOS), it may at times
use these thread resources for other operations, temporarily slowing down the execution of
that thread. However, these “slowdowns” occurred less than 0.7% of the time, with the
directly succeeding serial read/write events taking less time than usual, allowing for the loop
to “catch-up” to the incoming communications.
The force feedback controls were analyzed to investigate how well a 1 kHz loop rate
was maintained by the associated timer driving calculations. The time elapsed since the
last force calculation occurred was analyzed using a histogram, seen in Figure 4.1(b). The
average (mean) time it took for each event to occur was 1.0074ms with a standard deviation
of 0.1048ms and an average (median) of 0.9998ms. These results confirmed that the timer-
based force feedback controls would be sufficient to maintain the desired 1 kHz loop rate for
smooth and stable haptic feedback. Additionally, less than 0.7% of the elapsed time between
timer events was more than 1.5msecond; variability of the timer data coincided with that
of the serial interface, reinforcing that this variability can be attributed to operating system
resources.
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During initial testing of the computer interface, some issues with force feedback stability
were discovered. While in the debug configuration, the computer interface utilizes a FTDI
USB-Serial adapter to provide serial communications between the DSP board and the com-
puter. The FTDI driver associated with this adapter, by default, adds a latency of sixteen
milliseconds between retrieval of serial data from the USB port and forwarding the data to
the virtual COM port (serial port). This meant that there was a minimum sixteen millisec-
ond delay between sending of encoder values to the computer and the force control software
receiving them, causing instability in the haptic feedback that could potentially be danger-
ous. This was rectified by changing this default sixteen millisecond delay to one millisecond
in the FTDI driver’s advanced settings (see Figure B.3). Additionally, after removing the
USB-Serial adapter and using the computer interface in its release configuration, the OS-
BDM USB interface was instead used. The Windows driver for the OSBDM does not add a
delay like the FTDI drivers, eliminating this issue altogether.
Viscous damping and virtual spring force feedback controls were implemented to test
the functionality of the new computer interface for haptic feedback. Viscous force feedback
damps the movements by applying resistive forces proportional to the velocity at which the
device is moving. Because viscous damping actively resists all motion, its implementation
provided a good way to test the overall stability of the computer interface through the entire
range of motion of the Wrist Gimbal robot. Virtual spring force feedback attempts to move
the Wrist Gimbal robot towards or away from a set position, which for testing was the angular
position of (0◦, 0◦), set by the calibration procedure. Testing this force feedback algorithm
further confirmed the testing results of the viscous testing. Both viscous damping and virtual
spring force feedback controls were found to perform satisfactorily and be stable with the
new computer interface. No instances of instability were noticed during final testing of the
computer interface, giving confidence that the developed computer interface is a sufficient
replacement to the existing Quanser-based solution.
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Calibration of the encoders connected to the Wrist Gimbal robot is important in order to
know what the exact position of the robot is. This is helpful for both force control, as well as
for using Wrist Gimbal as an input device. Upon powering of the computer interface’s DSP
board (via USB) the starting position of Wrist Gimbal is set as the angular position of zero
for both axes. This starting position may not always be the same, so the robot should be
calibrated to establish a known zero position. A semi-autonomous calibration routine was
implemented to accomplish this, and can be used to calibrate the robot’s position.
The semi-autonomous calibration routine applies torque to Wrist Gimbal’s motors, mov-
ing it between its hard-stops. The maximum and minimum encoder values for each axis get
recorded, and a calibration offset gets sent to the DSP board, resetting the encoders to that
value. This sets the midpoint of motion for each axis as the angular position of zero, making
this point the robot’s ‘center’, and changes the computer interface’s status from uncalibrated
to calibrated. The current calibration method can be described as semi-autonomous because
it requires some human interaction to initiate moves, as well as to make sure that Wrist
Gimbal’s handle doesn’t crash too violently into its hard-stops. The calibration method is,
however, effective in providing a calibrated position for using the Wrist Gimbal robot for
force feedback control and as an input device.
4.2 Testing and Validation of the Visual Interface
The virtual coloring book described in Chapter 3 was designed to facilitate motor reha-
bilitation exercises for individuals suffering from stroke and other motor disabilities while
providing cognitive challenge and motivating the patient to exercise. Drawing upon concepts
of serious games for rehabilitation, art therapy, and robot force assistance, the current visual
interface was developed. The current prototype state of the visual interface serves as a proof
of concept to justify its further development. A basic haptic feedback and force-assistance
scheme was devised to test its viability as an interface for motor rehabilitation.
To test functionality of the visual interface, a keyboard-only input was used. The arrow
keys of the keyboard were used to move a pseudo-robot position about the artwork. This
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allowed for debugging of the methods used to detect the next region of the artwork to be
painted. The shift key was used to change the current region to that of the one detected,
testing the effectiveness of moving about the artwork. The coloring controls color selection
and color application (painting) were also able to be tested for functionality, proving to be
satisfactory.
The haptic interface described in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3 was added to the operational
visual interface and tested for its functionality. This implementation was initially tested on
a laptop and revealed how resource intensive the force control software was. The laptop a
Dell XPS 15 9530 featuring an Intel i7-4702HQ quad-core processor running at 2.20 GHz,
16 GB of RAM, and both the integrated Intel HD 4600 graphics and a dedicated NVIDIA
GeForce GT 750M graphics card was expected to be sufficient to run both the computer
and visual interfaces. However, the processor-intensive polling of the serial interface and
the amount of calculations that need to occur to maintain a 1 kHz loop rate proved to be
too much for both to run simultaneously. The visual interface with the integration of the
Wrist Gimbal’s computer interface produced 100% resource utilization on all eight virtual
cores of the i7-4702HQ, with only Visual Studio and the visual interface instance running.
Because there were not enough CPU resources available, this made force control unstable.
The visual interface was then tested on a desktop computer, featuring an Intel i7-3770 quad
core processor running at 3.40 GHz with 8 GB of RAM and an NVIDIA Geforce GT 630.
This boost in CPU clock speed was large enough to provide enough resources for both the
visual interface and the computer interface together, with force feedback controls remaining
stable. Figure 4.2 compares the CPU resource utilization on both computers by just the
computer interface, just the visual interface (no haptic feedback), and the visual interface
with haptic feedback.
The developed haptic feedback scheme was tested for automatic movement between re-
gions, as well as for functionality of the force assistance implementation. Testing of automatic
detection and movement between regions was done with the outputs to the motors turned
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Table 4.3: Values used in force feedback implementation; P/S stands for forearm pronation/-
supination axis while F/E stands for wrist flexion/extension axis parameters. Note: Volts
are translated to force/torque by Wrist Gimbal’s motor amplifiers.
Parameter Value
Viscous Gain (P/S) 0.06Vsrad−1





T (Decay) 1 s−1
Pixel Threshold 50 pixels
Maximum Bound (P/S) 70◦
Minimum Bound (P/S) −70◦
Maximum Bound (F/E) 70◦
Minimum Bound (F/E) −70◦
off for safety. Once the performance of this part of the program was deemed satisfactory, the
visual interface was tested with outputs to the motors turned on. This allowed for testing
of the region snapping functionality and of the customization of the force feedback for an
individual user through editing of the XML file. Upon satisfactory performance of the region
snapping assistance, several other members of the lab tried the visual interface to confirm
the results and provided feedback to tweak the values of force assistance. These values can
be found in Table 4.3.
4.3 Discussion
A new computer interface for the Wrist Gimbal forearm and wrist rehabilitation exoskele-
ton was designed and implemented. This computer interface seeks to reduce the manufactur-
ing costs associated with Wrist Gimbal with the ultimate goal of making it more affordable
for smaller clinics and thus more accessible to stroke patients. The digital signal processor-
based solution reduces the cost of Wrist Gimbal from $10,200 to $3,735, progressing toward
becoming an affordable option for smaller clinics. The existing Quanser-based computer
interface is replaced, with the new computer interface utilizing less expensive hardware and
eliminating the need for expensive software licenses by using the free .NET framework and
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open source software solutions.
In order to fully verify the computer interface developed in Chapter 2, closed loop control
testing was completed. The final computer interface was tested and found suitable for
force feedback control applications. It is able to maintain a 1 kHz loop rate with minimal
delay, proving to be sufficient for haptic feedback applications. This was confirmed through
diagnostic data collected, as well as through testing of viscous damping and virtual spring
force feedback using the Wrist Gimbal robot.
A visual interface was developed to facilitate motor rehabilitation therapy exercise and
drew inspiration from various sources across academic literature. Elements of serious game
design for rehabilitation, art therapy, and patient motivation were incorporated in the de-
sign of a prototype virtual coloring book interface. A simple region snapping scheme was
implemented to provide haptic feedback and force assistance, proving its use as a potential
platform for motor rehabilitation.
The visual interface, when incorporating force feedback control, was found to be some-
what CPU intensive, requiring a computer with a processor faster than a 2.20 GHz Intel
i7-4702HQ. Satisfactory performance of the system was achieved using an Intel i7-3770 run-
ning at 3.40 GHz. Pilot-testing was completed of the visual interface, utilizing lab members
to evaluate the functionality and suggest changes to the force feedback variables.
The visual interface designed in Chapter 3 attempted to fulfill as many of the eight
common design criteria for rehabilitation games as possible. The prototype visual interface
can be said to, in its current state, implement a part of the reported design criteria for
rehabilitation games. The interface is easy to run, requiring only one program to be run
at a time, but does not currently offer a well-developed menu structure for configuring a
therapy session. This affects other design criteria, including calibration to a patient’s range
of motion, clinician control of difficulty, tracking of performance, and user customizability,
which are either only partially implemented and difficult to use through the manipulation
of XML files, or not implemented at all. While time limitations ultimately prevented the
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implementation of a menu structure to completely fulfill these design requirements, the
underlying functionality and design intent to fulfill these criterions exists within the visual
interface. Specifically, the current XML-based customization of the force feedback controls
will allow for this user and therapist customizability in the future; the GUI to fulfill this
needs more work to get there.
Calibration to a patient’s range of motion is set by changing the mapping bounds of the
robot to image space, and can be configured using the aforementioned XML file. Direct
and natural mappings are used to interact with the visual interface, with future refinement
or improvement of these mappings possible. Therapist control over stimulus will need to
be added in the future, while difficulty can be changed using the XML inputs for force
feedback controls, as well as through adding more artwork that will provide varying degrees
of difficulty.
Currently, two forms of feedback visual through coloring and haptic through force-
assistance are implemented in the interface. These can both be improved through further
development of the visual interface and haptic feedback schemes, while audio feedback can
be easily added in the future via the DirectX Audio API. The basis for performance and
movement tracking during therapy exists through the diagnostics collected by the computer
interface; however, these are currently not collected by the visual interface. Social interaction
could be added in the future to the application through the sharing of artwork with family
members and even other users, fulfilling this design requirement, but were considered to
be out of scope for this prototype implementation. Finally, user customizability can occur
through editing of the XML input file, but a better way of interacting with it and adding
further options beyond force feedback customization should be implemented in the future.
The current form of the visual interface does not provide complete, polished functionality
of a visual interface for stroke rehabilitation. It does, however, provide a proof of concept
of the design and force assistance for use in motor rehabilitation. The partial fulfillment of
many of the design criteria for engaging and motivating serious rehabilitation games along
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with the potential for total fulfillment of the criteria shows the viability of the developed
virtual coloring book interface as a platform for motor rehabilitation.
4.3.1 Broader Impact
There has been an existing need for engaging interfaces for motor rehabilitation [7] and
for more cost-effective means of providing robot-aided therapy for stroke rehabilitation. With
stroke a leading cause of long-term adult disability in the United States [2], improvements in
robot-aided therapy and motor rehabilitation interfaces would impact the millions of stroke
survivors living with disabilities, and can improve their quality of life and independence
in ADLs. The work presented in this thesis provides both an engaging visual interface
and a cost-effective computer interface for a rehabilitation robot to address these problems.
However, the visual interface presented does not need to be limited only for use in upper-
extremity motor rehabilitation. The flexibility of this interface can be applied to other
health disorders, including treatment of cognitive disorders, Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD), and depression; the meditative and therapeudic qualities of coloring [40] and art
therapy [32] can be used with the developed computer and visual interfaces to treat these and
other ailments. Finally, the developed visual interface can be further expanded to facilitate
motor rehabilitation for other parts of the body through its use with other rehabilitation
robots or input devices such as the Microsoft Kinect, giving it great potential for use in both
clinical and at-home therapy settings.
4.4 Suggested Future Work
While the computer and visual interfaces developed for use with Wrist Gimbal are func-
tional and achieve their overall objectives, this section presents potential directions for im-
provement and further development. The computer interface could benefit from additional
hardware design, with the potential to reduce costs further. Furthermore, limitations of the
performance of this computer interface on less powerful, mobile computer hardware were re-
vealed when the visual interface was added. The computer interface could thus benefit from
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a new approach at how the force feedback controls are implemented, as well as from imple-
mentation of additional force feedback algorithms. The visual interface presents a novel way
to approach serious games for motor rehabilitation through its use of a virtual coloring book,
but is still in a prototype stage. Further development of the visual interface should occur,
along with further research assessing its viability as an engaging and motivating platform
for motor rehabilitation therapy.
Testing of the computer interface revealed two design errors in the current PCB design:
inverted polarity of the analog output connectors and issues with the encoder input connec-
tor footprints. These errors can be easily fixed in future iterations of the computer interface.
Other PCB design changes can be made, however, as the overall design is not necessarily the
most cost or space efficient. A final PCB could be designed using surface mount (instead of
through-hole) components, as well as incorporating the DSP chip into a single, custom board
design. Creating a custom board design would remove the cost of unnecessary components
existing on the DSP evaluation board used; this would reduce the overall cost of the board
while allowing other features to be implemented. For example, features such as emergency
stop button input could be added, allowing for the detection and smarter handling of emer-
gency stop events. This is currently a feature that is not implemented but would increase
the safety of the Wrist Gimbal robot, or a similar device.
Better power circuitry should be incorporated to ensure that, upon powering of the
board or the DSP being in-active, there should be no analog voltage output sent to the
motor amplifiers. This would protect the robot and user upon startup or reset of the control
board. Additionally, power and signal indicators could be added by using LEDs to show the
power, communication, and fault statuses of the robot and computer interface. This would
increase ease of operation of the overall interface, as well as its reliability and safety.
The overall computer interface in its current state does not need to see many major
changes to its software design. However, smaller changes could occur to improve it over time.
One such change would be re-enabling and implementing the Watchdog timer for the DSP.
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This could be used to detect communication errors or other faults and act as a safety net
in case something goes wrong in execution of the DSP’s code. Furthermore, additional force
feedback algorithms can be implemented in order to improve the overall computer interface
and provide increased flexibility in Wrist Gimbal’s haptic feedback modalities.
A limitation of the computer interface was uncovered through testing of force assistance
using the coloring book visual interface. Force feedback control is highly dependent upon
enough CPU resources being available to complete force calculations at the desired 1 kHz
loop rate. By implementing force feedback control on the computer end of the interface
instead of on the DSP, it is easier to implement and test force feedback control algorithms;
however, both communication issues and slowdowns of the software providing force feedback
controls can lead to instabilities. This limitation was not observed for the Quanser-based
computer interface, as the Quanser Q8-USB is simply a data acquisition interface and all
associated software is run using a sufficiently powerful desktop computer. This limitation
was revealed when the computer and visual interfaces together pushed an arguably powerful
laptop to its limits.
One solution to address this limitation would be to offload all force control calculations
to the DSP. A command-based system to control the force feedback parameters could be
implemented, allowing robot position updates to be sent less frequently and requiring less
resources overall. This would free up computer resources used by serial communications and
force calculations for use by other programs, such as the visual interface. Moving the force
feedback control calculations to a metered DSP program would also reduce the number of
variables that could make haptic feedback become unstable, increasing the safety of Wrist
Gimbal or a similar device. Finally, it is also possible to address this limitation by more
resource efficient code development, especially for the visual interface.
The visual interface is still in a prototype or pre-Alpha stage of development, meaning
that there is plenty of room for future improvement and development. One area of im-
provement could be in how artwork regions are detected; currently, manually defined points
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define a region within the artwork. A more complex but effective way to define regions, such
as using collision boxes, would allow for greater flexibility in the types of haptic feedback
and force assistance that could be used. Additionally, such region definitions could utilize
DirectX’s built-in collision detection functionality, making for better region detection code.
This would also allow for more complex haptic interactions, such as creation of virtual walls
and other simulated obstacles, enriching the virtual coloring book and its use as a platform
for motor rehabilitation.
The program controller could also be re-implemented using a state-machine architecture
in order to allow for multiple program states outside of the current ‘on/off’ triggering of
haptic feedback. This would allow for other improvements to be made, including the addition
of more artwork choices, the ability to customize the program without restart, and for formal
therapy sessions to take place. Further visual improvements can be made to the overall user
interface; visual tweaks will create better looking menus, and the addition of menus for
customization will facilitate better usability of the interface.
Additional testing of the visual interface should occur to investigate its use for rehabil-
itation including with both healthy and post-stroke individuals. How patient motivation
is affected by the visual interface should be researched in the future, with the results used
to improve the developed virtual coloring book. Patient motivation is often studied using
a questionnaire called the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) [22, 30]. Use of the IMI in
these studies has proven sufficient in identifying patterns of motivation based upon use of
the associated rehabilitation games. However, in some cases, the IMI was noted as difficult
for some patients to understand [22], meaning it may not be the best way to measure moti-
vation if a patient is cognitively impaired or confused. The IMI should still provide a good
measure of patient motivation when given to cognitively healthy patients and could be used
to answer these research questions.
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4 Histogram of Serial Loop Read/Write Elapsed Times






















5 Histogram of Timer Event Firing Times











Figure 4.1: Histogram results of computer interface testing: (a) serial read/write time and
(b) time between timer events.
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(a) Desktop: Graph-
ics & Visual Studio
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Figure 4.2: CPU resource graphs for comparison of resource usage between a laptop (Intel
i7-4702HQ at 2.20GHz, 16 GB RAM, NVIDIA Geforce GT 750M) and desktop (Intel i7-
3770 at 3.40GHz, 8 GB RAM, NVIDIA Geforce GT 630). Different running combinations of
the computer (force control) and visual (graphics) interfaces were used, with Visual Studio




The objective of reducing Wrist Gimbal’s cost motivated the development of a replace-
ment for the existing data acquisition system; the reduction in material costs achieved this
objective by making Wrist Gimbal more strongly placed as an accessible option to smaller
clinics. A digital signal processor-based solution makes up the new computer interface for
Wrist Gimbal and replaces the current Simulink and MATLAB software with a more ac-
cessible and cost-effective framework based upon C# .NET. The computer interface has
been tested with multiple force feedback algorithms, including viscous damping and virtual
spring force feedback, and has been verified as an inexpensive replacement to the current
data acquisition and software controls.
A review of existing literature was completed to gain background and motivation for
completion of a visual interface to facilitate motor rehabilitation of individuals who have
suffered from stroke. This review examined concepts of serious games, virtual reality, game
design, and patient motivation in order to determine what design criteria were important
for a rehabilitation game or visual interface. The concepts of art therapy and force feedback
control for motor rehabilitation were examined to be used in the implementation of a visual
interface. A unique and novel visual interface to facilitate motor rehabilitation using multiple
input methods was developed from these concepts, creating a virtual coloring book for use
in motor rehabilitation. A simple force feedback control scheme was implemented to provide
haptic assistance to the user of the visual interface, helping them move between coloring
regions.
Overall, contributions of this project included enhancing accessibility of the Wrist Gimbal
rehabilitation robot to a broader population of patients via cost reduction, and design and
implementation of a novel visual interface to enable engaging motor rehabilitation exercises.
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APPENDIX A - HARDWARE DESIGN
(a) Top PCB Layer
(b) Bottom PCB Layer
Figure A.1: Renders of PCB design for Wrist Gimbal hardware interface board (expansion
board to Freescale TWR-56F8400 DSP Evaluation Board)
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Table A.1: Computer Interface Bill of Materials (Part Numbers).
Item Quantity Part Number Purchased From
Printed Circuit Board (3
PCBs per unit)
0.33 Custom OSH Park
Break Away Male Headers
- Right Angle
1 PRT-00553 SparkFun
MIDI Connector - Female
Right Angle
2 PRT-09536 SparkFun
1/4W 2.7 kΩ Resistor 6 CF1/4W272JRC JameCo
1/4W 2.0 kΩ Resistor 4 CF1/4W202JRC JameCo
1/4W 1.0 kΩ Resistor 2 CF1/4W102JRC JameCo
0.33 ➭F Capacitor 2 493-1097-ND Digikey
0.1 ➭F Capacitor 2 493-1136-ND Digikey
10 ➭F Capacitor 2 493-11379-1-ND Digikey
15V Regulator MC7815AC 1 MC7815ACTGOS-ND Digikey
5V Regulator LM7805AC 1 LM7805ACT-ND Digikey




Op Amp OPA2134PAG4 1 296-36122-5-ND Digikey
8DIP Socket 2 ED3044-5-ND Digikey
14-DIP Socket 1 ED3045-5-ND Digikey




Barrel Jack (Power) 1 CP-050AH-ND Digikey
DC Wall Adapter 1 237-1405-ND Digikey




Table A.2: DSP evaluation board selection with final board selected (gray) due to its GPIO
and serial/debugging options.
Manufacturer Chipset Board Type USB Cost
Freescale MC58F84789 Evaluation Platform Serial/Debugging $175.00
Texas Instruments TMS320C5505 Evaluation Platform USB Stick $50.88
Texas Instruments TMS320C5515 Evaluation Platform USB Stick $82.03
Texas Instruments TMS320C5532-5 Evaluation Platform USB Stick $102.80
Spectrum Digital TMS320C5515 Evaluation Platform USB Stick $100.13
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Figure A.2: Schematic of DSP expansion circuit for computer interface
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Figure A.3: LM1458 operational amplfier producing noise from testing at 1 kHz
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(a) LM1458 at 10Hz
(b) OP270 at 10Hz
(c) OP213 at 10Hz
Figure A.4: Operation amplifier testing at 10Hz input signal (square wave) to bipolar output
circuit.
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(a) LM1458 at 100Hz
(b) OP270 at 100Hz
(c) OP213 at 100Hz
Figure A.5: Operation amplifier testing at 100Hz input signal (square wave) to bipolar
output circuit.
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(a) LM1458 at 500Hz
(b) OP270 at 500Hz
(c) OP213 at 500Hz
Figure A.6: Operation amplifier testing at 500Hz input signal (square wave) to bipolar
output circuit.
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(a) LM1458 at 1 kHz
(b) OP270 at 1 kHz
(c) OP213 at 1 kHz
Figure A.7: Operation amplifier testing at 1 kHz input signal (square wave) to bipolar output
circuit.
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(a) LM1458 at 2 kHz
(b) OP270 at 2 kHz
(c) OP213 at 2 kHz
Figure A.8: Operation amplifier testing at 2 kHz input signal (square wave) to bipolar output
circuit.
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(a) LM1458 at 3 kHz
(b) OP270 at 3 kHz
(c) OP213 at 3 kHz
Figure A.9: Operation amplifier testing at 3 kHz input signal (square wave) to bipolar output
circuit.
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Figure B.1: Sequence diagram illustrating how the timer driven DSP software works, with




















Wait for TxEmpty (SPI)
Write DAC_B
(a) Flowchart describing the DSP’s main loop
Start
















(b) Flowcharts describing the DSP’s interrupt func-
tions
Figure B.2: Flowcharts describing DSP code flow: (a) flowchart showing the main code
process; (b) flowcharts showing how each of the interrupt functions work for the periodic
timer and the sending of serial data.
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Figure B.3: Removing delay from the FTDI USB-Serial Driver (Advanced Options): latency





















Figure B.4: Sequence diagram of the visual interface illustrating the rendering and exchange
of artwork data.
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